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ORTHOGONAL CALCULUS

MICHAEL WEISS

Abstract. Orthogonal calculus is a calculus of functors, similar to Goodwillie's

calculus. The functors in question take finite dimensional real vector spaces

(with an inner product) to pointed spaces. Prime example: F(V) = BO(V),

where O(V) is the orthogonal group of V . In this example, and in general,

first derivatives in the orthogonal calculus reproduce and generalize much of

the theory of Stiefel-Whitney classes. Similarly, second derivatives in the or-

thogonal calculus reproduce and generalize much of the theory of Pontryagin

classes.

Introduction

Let J? be the category of finite dimensional real vector spaces with a positive

definite inner product. Morphisms in f are linear maps respecting the inner

product. Orthogonal calculus is concerned with continuous functors E from

f to spaces; continuous means that the evaluation map

mor(F, W) x E(V) —► E(W)

is continuous, for V, W in J". Here are some easy examples (notation ex-

plained further down):

(1) E(V) = BO(V),
(2) E(V) = BTOP(V),
(3) E(V) = B&(S(V)).

Notation: 0(V) is the orthogonal group of V, and TOP(F) is the group of
homeomorphisms from V to itself. S(V) is the unit sphere in V ,and 3?S(V)

is the grouplike monoid of homotopy equivalences from S(V) to itself.

These examples suggest, correctly, that orthogonal calculus is concerned with
certain "classical" spaces, such as BO, BTOP, B&, equipped with a sophis-

ticated filtration indexed by the finite dimensional linear subspaces V of R°° .

(There is no loss of generality in allowing only those V wich are contained as

linear subspaces in R°° , but there are some inconveniences.) Other examples

of spaces with such a filtration came up in [WW1]. One of the main insights of

[WW1] is that much of the theory of Stiefel-Whitney classes (better, the total

Stiefel-Whitney class) for BO can be generalised to this setting. I hasten to

add that we never put it quite that way in [WW1].   One of the purposes of
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the present paper is to set up a similar theory of "intrinsic" total Pontryagin

classes. Under the influence of Tom Goodwillie, this has turned into a calculus

where total Stiefel-Whitney classes appear as first-order approximations, and

total Pontryagin classes as second order approximations. Disclaimer: Usually

the applications of orthogonal calculus are relative. For example, the orthogonal

calculus as such does not really tell us much about H*(BO; Z/2), but it does tell

us about H*(—; Z/2) of the homotopy fiber of BO(n) <-* BO, for any n > 0.
In particular, the looped Stiefel-Whitney classes Qwk in Hk~x(0; Z/2) are

repoduced by the orthogonal calculus.

According to Newton and Leibniz, calculus is about derivatives or fluxions:

more concretely, about notions like speed, acceleration, and so on. According

to Taylor, calculus is also about approximation by polynomials. Let me begin

with the Newton-Leibniz point of view.

For a continuous functor E from ^ to pointed spaces, define E^ by

E(X)(V) := hofiber [£(F) ^ E(R®V)]

where hofiber means homotopy fiber and i is the inclusion of V in R © V.

Then E^ , which we may call the derivative of E, is again a continuous functor

from ,/ to pointed spaces. Surprisingly, it comes with an additional structure,
namely, a binatural transformation

(!) o:Vc KE^\W)^E{X\V®W)

where Ve denotes the one-point compactification of V with base point oo .

For V = 0 and arbitrary W, this agrees with the obvious identification

S0AE^(W)^E^X)(W).

Moreover, a has an associativity property. For a simple example, take the case

where E(V) = BO(V); then E^X)(V) ~ Ve, and a becomes the homeomor-

phism
vc mvc ^ (v ® wy.

Back to the general case: We define the second derivative is(2) by

E&(V) := hofiber[oad : E{X\V) ■-* £XE(1>(R © V)].

where aad is the adjoint of a in (!). Again this comes with a surprising addi-

tional structure: a binatural transformation

(!!) o:(2V)c hE{-2\W)^E{2)(V® W)

where 2V := R2 ® V. Again, a agrees with the obious identification when

V = 0, and again, it has an associativity property. We define the third derivative
by

E(3\V) := hofiber[oad : E^2\V) -► fi2£(2)(R© V)]

(using the adjoint of a in (!!)), and this comes with

(!!!) o:(3V)c AE(3\W) ^ E{3)(V ® W)

—and so on. See sections 1 and 2 for details and examples.

As a curious by-product, we obtain from E a sequence of spectra. The first
of these, denoted QE^ , has fc-th term E^(Rk), and the structure maps (from

the suspension of the fc-th term to the (k+ l)-th term) are specializations of a
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in (!). The second, denoted 0£(2), has 2k-th term iT^^R*), and the structure

maps (from the double suspension of the 2Ac-th term to the (2k + 2)-th term)

are specializations of a in (!!). And so on. We may think of 0£(,) as the

i-th derivative of E at infinity. Orthogonal calculus is very much an attempt

to predict the global behaviour of E in terms of these higher derivatives at
infinity.

The calculation or identification of QE^ (up to homotopy type, say) can be
enormously difficult. In the case E(V) = BO(V) one finds

e£(» ~ s°,     qe™ ~ qs°
(without difficulty), and then, with difficulty,

6£(3) ~ i22mo(3)

where mo(3) isa Z/3-Moore spectrum. Details can be found in section 2. (The

calculation of SE^ is due to Goodwillie, who showed it to me in 1988; later

John Klein showed it to me once more. In the meantime, Goodwillie had found

something like a closed formula for all the QE^ .) For another example which

is closer to my heart, take E(V) = BTOP(V). Then QE^ is Waldhausen's
^-theory of a point,

SEW~A(*) .

(This is clear from [WaMA, Theorem 2, Addendum, (4)].) But 0£(2) is name-

less in this case, and apparently quite hard to understand.

We are now ready for the definition of a polynomial functor. There is one

obvious requirement: If E from ¿f to pointed spaces wants to be called poly-
nomial of degree < n , then the (rt+1)—th derivative £'("+1) must vanish (i.e., its

values should be contractible spaces). Unfortunately, this is not quite enough,

as the case n = 0 shows: Clearly E should be called polynomial of degree 0 if

and only if it takes all morphisms in ^ to homotopy equivalences. But a func-

tor with vanishing first derivative need not have this property. The following

proposition suggests a solution.

Proposition (5.3). For any continuous E from ^ to pointed spaces, and any

n > 0, there is a natural fibration sequence up to homotopy

£(«+i)(K) JL>E(V)-£+   holim   E(U®V) .
<WCK"+i

Explanations. The indexing category for the homotopy inverse limit is the par-

tially ordered space of nonzero linear subspaces U of R"+1 . This is a topolog-

ical category, and its topology is involved in the homotopy inverse limit. The

map p is obvious, and u is essentially a forgetful map (also fairly obvious

from the sketchy description of E<»+1> ).

Definition (5.1). A continuous E from f to spaces is polynomial of degree
^ n h

p:E(V)—>   holim   E(U®V)
0^Í7CM»+1

is a homotopy equivalence for all V.

Note that the codomain of p in this definition is the best guess available
about the homotopy type of E(V) if one only knows E(U ® V) (and various

induced maps) for all nonzero linear subspaces U of R"+1 . In other words,
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the defining property is an extrapolation property. Note also the disappearance

of base points.
The next goal must be to approximate arbitrary functors, preferably the clas-

sical ones, by polynomial functors. To this end we prove, in section 6, an

approximation theorem: for fixed n > 0, every continuous functor E from J"

to spaces has a "universal" approximation

fln.E-.XE

by a functor T„E which is polynomial of degree < az . (Ideally, one would

like to say that any other natural transformation from E to a functor which

is polynomial of degree < n factors uniquely through nn . However, this is

clearly too strong a requirement in a homotopy invariant setting, and the truth

about r\n is more down to earth.) The interest in these approximations stems

from the fact that, for n = 1, they seem to capture intrinsic Stiefel-Whitney

type invariants, and for n = 2, they seem to capture intrinsic Pontryagin type

invariants. For the moment, we note that E determines a Taylor tower

->TH+iE -^ T„E -Ä Tn_iE -^.-IU t0E

where the natural transformations (rn)n>o satisfy

rnnn = nn-X :E —> T„_XE .

Existence and uniqueness of the rn "should" follow from the universal property

of the n„ and the (nontrivial) fact that a polynomial functor of degree < n - 1

is also polynomial of degree < n . But an explicit construction of rn can also be

given, and this is fortunate and time-saving in view of the shortcomings of the

so-called universal property. In practice, E is a functor from JF to pointed

spaces; if this is the case, then TnE has the same property for all n > 0 and

we should ask:

(1) For V in f, what is {J^E)(V)t
(2) What is the homotopy fiber of rn : (T„E)(V) -> (Tn_x)(V) over the

base point ?

Answer to question (1):

(r0£)(F) = hocolim£(R;©F)   ~  hocolim£(R') =: E(R°°)
j j

(where the homotopy colimits are just telescopes). The right-hand term E(WX)

is what we may regard as the big and usually classical space under investigation.

Answer to question (2) (explanations further down):

Theorem (9.1). The homotopy fiber has the form

Q°°[((Br)cA#)*o(»)],

where O ~ QE^ is the n-th derivative of E at infinity.

Explanation. Í2°° is the functor taking a spectrum to its zero-th infinite loop

space. The subscript hO(n) indicates a homotopy orbit spectrum alias Bor el

construction. One can guess from Proposition 5.3, quoted earlier in this intro-

duction, why 0(n) acts on the Aj-th derivative of E at infinity. O(n) also
acts on nV = R" ® V because it acts on R" . Finally O(n) acts diagonally on

the smash product.
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Example (to illustrate how this can be used). Let E(V) = B&(S(V)). Then the

map

A/i : B& = E(R°°) —♦ (TXE)(R°°)

is not very useful—it is a homotopy equivalence. But the map of horizontal
homotopy fibers in

E(0)     -►     E(R°°)

(TxE)(0) -► (TXE)(R°°)

is useful, and by theorem 9.1 it takes the form

(0 & — n°°(eAO(1)).

Here O = SE^ turns out to be a sphere spectrum, with the trivial action of

0(1). (Cf. Example 10.5.) So the codomain in (!) is the stable homotopy of

projective space RP°° . In fact, the map itself is "the" Kahn-Priddy map [KP].

Often theorem 9.1 is not "good enough" for applications, even when conver-

gence takes place. It is easy to understand why by comparing Taylor towers (as

above) to Postnikov towers. Let X be a connected pointed CP^-space, with

Postnikov tower

\r Pn+l        \r Pn       \r
'•'—* -X{n+l] -* A[n] -* -*[n-l] —» ■ • ■

(so that X[q is the i-th Postnikov base of X, with vanishing n¡ for j > i ).

We can assume that the maps p„ are fibrations. It is easy, especially nowadays,

to say that the (homotopy) fiber of pn over the base point is an Eilenberg-Mac

Lane space. It is more difficult to classify the fibration pn , and this is especially

true when X is not simply connected.

Exactly the same problems arise in connection with the Taylor tower of

a continuous functor E from f to spaces. If we assume that E(R°°) is

contractible—this corresponds to the assumption " X is simply connected"—

then there is a simple solution.

Corollary 8.3, unravelled. For any V in </, any n > 0, there is a fibration

sequence up to homotopy

(TnE)(V) -£» (Tn_xE)(V) — Q.°°[((nVy A IB)h0{n)]

where O ~ Gis'"' as in the theorem above. This is sufficiently natural in V.

When E(R°°) is not contractible, there is a more complicated solution. Suf-

fice it to say that instead of a sequence of spectra

eE^,SE^,SE^,...

the general solution (Corollary 8.5 and Rough Statement 8.8) involves a se-

quence of fibered spectra over the space E(R°°). From the analogy with Post-

nikov towers, this is exactly what one should expect.

Section 10 contains examples to illustrate the theory. Admittedly, they are

hardly sufficient to justify the undertaking. More difficult and more interesting

examples, at first derivative level, are to be found in [WW1] (continued in
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[WW2], [WW3] and [We]), and in [DWW]. At the level of second derivatives,
there are fascinating questions, but few answers; I just hope that this will change.

I have made a point of stressing Goodwillie's influence on this paper. How-

ever, it has been pointed out to me that Goodwillie's calculus has an algebraic

precursor in a paper by Eilenberg-Mac Lane [EMaL]; see esp. p. 92 ff. Also,
the reader should realize that the category J~ and continuous functors from ^

to spaces (often with additional structure) are ubiquitous in the work of May,

e.g. in [Ma].

Convention. The word space usually refers to a space which is compactly gen-

erated [MaL] and has the homotopy type of a CW-space. If it is pointed,

then we assume that it is well-pointed (the inclusion of the base point has the

homotopy extension property). In some real examples, however, a continuous

functor F from ^ to spaces may have some "bad" values. In the appendix,

we discuss a method for improving such a functor.

1. Stiefel combinatorics

We will use capital letters U, V, W to denote finite dimensional real vector

spaces with inner product (positive definite). The one-point compactification

of F is Ve. For brevity, we write n • V to mean R" ® V. Let us think of R"

as a subspace of a suitable R°° , so that R° c R1 C R2... . Then

O-Kc 1-Kc2-Kc 3-V... .

Let mor(F, W) be the Stiefel manifold of linear maps from V to W preserv-

ing the inner product. We can make a category JF with objects U, V, W...

as above, and such that mor( V ,W) is the set of morphisms from V to W.

For each aï > 0, let y„(V, W) be the vector bundle on mor(F, W) whose

total space consists of all pairs (/, x) with / in mor(F, W) and x £ n •

coker(/). (Think of coker(/) as the orthogonal complement of im(/) in W.)

Denote the Thom space of y„ ( V, W) by mor„ ( V, W). The composition law

mor(F, W) x mor(i7, V) —» mor(C7, W)

is covered by a vector bundle map

yn(V,W)xyn(U,V)^yn(U,W)

given by

((f,x),(g,y))~(fg, x + f(y)).
Passing to Thom spaces, we obtain a continuous composition law

mor„(F, W) Amor„(C7, V)—>mor„(C/, W).

Let ,fn be the category with objects U, V, W, ... as above, and with

mor„(U, V) as the set of morphisms from U to V. Composition of mor-

phisms has been defined; we see that ^ is a pointed topological category with

discrete class of objects. (The morphism sets are pointed topological spaces.

The composition law for morphisms is continuous.) There are inclusions

Note that fo differs slightly from f, in that mor0(F, W) is mor(F, W)
with an added base point.
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Later on we shall be interested in continuous functors E from Jo to pointed

spaces. Such a functor has a first derivative E^ , which is a continuous functor

from Jx to pointed spaces. It also has a second derivative Zs(2), which is a

continuous functor from J to pointed spaces, and so on. The idea is that Jn

is the Aî-th jet category of Jo ■
Now we wish to understand the topology of the spaces mor„ ( V, W) in some

inductive sense (by induction on az , that is). Here is the simplest result in this

direction.

1.1. Proposition. The reduced mapping cone of the restriction map

mor0(R© V, W) —> mor0(F, W)

is homeomorphic to mori(F, W).

Proof. When dim(F) > dim(W), the homeomorphism is obvious. We assume

therefore that dim(F) < dim(W) ; then the restriction map in 1.1 is onto, and

its mapping cone is a quotient space of

[0, oo] xmor0(R© V, W).

To an element in this quotient space, represented by (t, f) say, we associate

the element

(f\V, t-(f\R)(I))£morx(V,W)

provided t ^ oo and / ^ *. Otherwise (t, f) represents the base point and

must be mapped to the base point.   D

To find the correct generalization of 1.1, we note that there is a "restricted"

composition map

mor„(R©F, W) A (R")c —» mor„(F, W).

(Here we identify (R")c with the closure of the subspace of mor„(F, R © V)

consisting of all (f, x) such that / is the standard inclusion.) When aa = 0,
this is just the restriction map of 1.1. Note also that the homeomorphism

constructed in the proof of 1.1 has some naturality properties: it is a natural

transformation between functors on J0op xjo . (Since Jo C ^ , the rule taking

a pair (V, W) to mor^F, W) is a functor on f°p xjù-)

1.2. Proposition. The reduced mapping cone of the restricted composition map

mor„(R©F, ^)A(R")c^mor„(F, W)

is homeomorphic to mor„+i(F, W). The homeomorphism given below is a

natural transformation between functors on fnP x <fn ■

Proof. Again we can assume that dim(F) < dim(W), and then the restricted

composition map in 1.2. is onto (exercise). So the reduced mapping cone is a

quotient space of

[0, oo] x mor„(R© V) x (R")W.

Any element in this quotient space, distinct from the base point, is then repre-

sented by some (i, (/, y), z) where

t £ [U, col,

f:R®V^ W,

y£n- im(/)± c n ■ IV,
Z £ Rn S AA • R.
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To such a triple or quadruple we associate

(g, x) £ morn+x(V, W)

where g = f\V , and

x = y + (f\RUz) + a((f\R)(l)).

Here

(/|R)„ : aa • R —>n-W c(n + l)-W

is n • (f\R), and
a:W^(n+l)-W

identifies W with the (orthogonal) complement of aa • W in (n + I ) - W.   D

Repeated application of Proposition 1.2 gives a description "up to extension
problems" of mor„(F, W) in terms of morphism spaces from Jo . Let us see

(in the next section) what this partial description is good for. We will find that

it solves many problems, but not all.

2. Derivatives

Recall that a pointed space is well-pointed if the inclusion of the base point

has the homotopy extension property. A functor E from Jn to well-pointed

spaces is pointed continuous if, for all V, W in J , the map

mor„(T/, W)-^ mar>t(E(V), E(W))

is pointed and has a continuous adjoint

mor„(F, W) A E(V) ^ E(W).

Such functors E and the natural transformations between them form a category

which we denote by %?n. A morphism E —► F in %n is an equivalence if

E(V) —> F(V) is a homotopy equivalence for all V. Two objects in Wn are

equivalent if they can be related by a chain of equivalences.

We write nat„(£, F) for the set of natural transformations from E to F

(in f„ ). For positive integers m, n with m < n, restriction from J„ to Jm
is a functor

res£, : &n —► sm.

Remark. There is no obvious topology that we could put on the morphism sets

nat„(i?, F) in J„ . However, we can say that a map from a space T to the set

nat„(i?, F) is continuous if its adjoint

T+AE(V)^F(V)

is continuous for all V. Briefly, nat„(£', F) is a virtual space: a contravariant

functor from spaces to sets having a suitable sheaf property. See [WW1, §0] for

details. A natural transformation between two such functors will also be called

a continuous map (if it is invertible, a homeomorphism). For example,

res^ : nat^-E, F) —► natm(res^ E, res^ F)

is continuous.
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2.1.   Proposition. The functor res^ has a right adjoint

indw : &m —* en .

Explanation. Adjointness means here that

natn(E, ùkC F) tt natm(res^ E, F)

by a binatural bijection. The existence of ind^ is equivalent to the following

statement (see [MaL,IV.7.Thm.3]): For each F in %m, the comma category

(resnm\F) has a terminal object. (The objects of the comma category are pairs

(E, g) where E is an object of <£n and g is a morphism in Wm from res£, E

to F. A morphism from (Ex, gx) to (E2, g2) is a morphism from Ex to

E2 making the appropriate triangle commutative.) We can write the terminal

object in the form (ind^ F, Uf), so that

Uf : resnm ind^ F —► F

is "universal". The universal property characterizes ind^, F as the right Kan

extension of F ; see [MaL, X.3]. The word "extension" is a little misleading,

though, since ind^ F hardly ever agrees with F on Jo .

Proof. We assume first that the right adjoint exists. Then, for V in Jn, we

have

ind^ F(V) s nat„(mor„(F, -),   ind^ F)       (by Yoneda's lemma)

= natm(mor„(F, -), F)       by adjointness.

We can use this last expression as a definition of the functor ind^, F. As it

stands, this is a functor from J„ to pointed virtual spaces. Define Up to be

the restriction

ind^F(F) = naWmor„(F,-), F) -^ natm(morm(F, -), F)^F(V)

(for all V ). To see that up has the required universal property, let (E, g) be

an object of the comma category:

n  F -      F
g:resm£.      ► t.

Composition with g is a continuous natural transformation

E(V)^natn(morn(V,-), E)-^ natm(morm(V,-), F) = indnmF(V)

making the appropriate triangle commutative. It is easily seen to be the only
one.

To conclude the proof, we have to show that the virtual spaces ind£, F(V)

are genuine spaces, for all V. It suffices to consider the case n = m + I .

Namely, if ind™+1 exists, then ind^ exists and

a«-l        :.jm+l
1mind^ =ind^_1ind^l2...ind^

Now assume that n = m+ I. We need a description of

1  rr(V\ — net    imnr

for all V. Since F is a functor, we have evaluation maps

ind£+1 F(V) = res-+1 ind™+1 F(V) = natw(morM+1(K, -), F),

morm(V,R®V)/\F(V) -^F(R®V).
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We also have restricted evaluation maps

o : (Rm)c AF(V)^ F(R ® V)

because
(Rm)ccmorm(F,R©F).

as the closure of the subspace consisting of all (f,x) with / equal to the

standard inclusion. Here is the description we need.

2.2 Proposition. The functor res™+1 ind™+1 F is isomorphic to the functor

sending V to the homotopy fiber of

oad :F(V) ^QmF(R®V).

Under this isomorphism,

uF : res£+1 ind™+1 F —» F

corresponds to the forgetful map from the homotopy fiber to the domain of aad .

Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 1.2. (The proof of Proposition

2.1 is now complete.)   D

One useful consequence of Proposition 2.2 is the homotopy invariance of

ind™+1. In detail, suppose that g is a morphism in %m which is an equivalence

(beginning of this section). Then ind™+1 g has the same property. This would

not be obvious from Proposition 2.1 alone.

The proof of Proposition 2.2 suggests another description of Wm . An ob-

ject E in Wm gives rise (by restriction) to a functor on Jo, and to a natural

transformation

o : (nVy AE(IV)^ E(V © W).

of functors on Jo x Jo . (As usual, think of (aï V)c as the closure of the subspace

of morm(W, V ® W) consisting of all (/, x) where / is the standard inclu-

sion. Define a by evaluation.) Since E is a functor, a has an associativity

property, and it agrees with the standard homeomorphism when V = 0 and

W is arbitrary. It is not hard to recover E from its restriction to Jo and the

natural transformation o.

From this point of view, it would be reasonable to say that an object in %m

for m > 1 is a coordinate free spectrum of multiplicity m. The case m = I
goes back to [Ma]. (May's definition is more rigid, though, and serves different

purposes.) It also appears in [WW1, Definition 2.1], without the associativity

condition on a . At the time, we thought we had two good reasons for omitting

the associativity condition: It appeared to be hard to arrange in practice, and it

appeared to be automatically fulfilled in a homotopy theoretic sense, by [WW1,

Proposition 2.2]. Both of these reasons have now disappeared; in particular,

the proof of [WW1, Proposition 2.2] is incorrect.

We see that an object E in %m (where m > 1 ) gives rise to an "ordinary"

spectrum QE made up from the spaces

emkE:=E(Rk).

The structure maps are specializations of a , and take the form

ZmOmkE —> Qm(k+X)E.
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(It is quite enough to have &rE defined for positive r divisible by m only.)

Strictly speaking, SE may not be a CJF-spectrum in the sense of Board-

man (see [Ad]), since the structure maps may not be inclusions, let alone cellular

inclusions. Somewhat incorrectly, I shall call a map betwen "ordinary" spectra

as above a homotopy equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on homotopy
groups. For Boardman spectra, this is equivalent to the honest notion of homo-

topy equivalence.

2.3.   Example.   Write ilv for any space of maps from Ve to something else

(for V in J ). Suppose that E in %?m is such that

aad:E(W)^ÇlvE(V®W)

is a homotopy equivalence for all V, W. (We may say that E is stable.) If m =

0, this means that E is essentially constant: There are natural transformations

E(V) -=-> hocolim^R* ®V)*=- hocolim£(R*).
k k

If m > 0, we have similarly

E(V) 3* hocolimíT^R* © V) *=- hocolimQm*((mF)c AE(Rk))
k k

where the map on the left is an inclusion, the homotopy direct limits are defined

using a , and the map on the right is again made from a . Note that the domain
of this last map is just

Q.°°((mV)c AQE).

Conversely, if 0 is any spectrum (made from well-pointed spaces), then the

functor E given by

V^Çl°°((mVyAQ)

on Jo comes with an evident natural transformation

o : (mV)' A E( W) —► E(V ®W).

Hence a stable object in l?m is determined (up to equivalence) by its spectrum

SE, which can be chosen arbitrarily. In this sense, stable objects are "constant".

If E in ë?m is stable, then ind™+1 E vanishes (has contractible values) by

Proposition 2.2. The converse is not quite true; we will return to this point in

section 5. Still, it seems reasonable to think of ind™+1 E as the rate of change

of E.

2.5. Notation. We abbreviate

E(n-m) ._ ind^ E for „ > m.

We call £(1' the derivative of E.

2.6. Remark. (This is sometimes useful in identifying derivatives.) Suppose

that
g : res£+1 F —* E

is a morphism in i>m (with F in %>m+x , and E in Wm). The adjoint of g is

a natural transformation

F(V) —» E{X\V) S hofiber[£(F) - E(R ® V)].
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It refines g and has the following explicit description. For each V, the com-

position

F(V) -^E(V)^+ QmE(R® V)

is nullhomotopic because it equals the composition

F(V) ^ Qm+XF(R ®V)-^ amF(R © V) -^ QmE(R ® V)

where r is restriction. (Clearly r is canonically nullhomotopic.)

Usually we start with an object F in §o , form the derivatives F(1), F^ ,

F(3), ... , and then (for reasons explained in the introduction) try to "calculate"

the ordinary spectra 0jFO) , QF^, SF^ , ... to some extent. Here comes the

standard example.

2.7.   Example.   Take F(V) = BO(V) as in the introduction. Then

fW(V) ~ 0(R®V)/0(V) S Ve

by Proposition 2.2. Hence a good candidate for F1-1^ is E in %x given by
E(V) = Ve and by

E(f,x)(v):=f(v)+x       for (f, x) e mor^V, W) and v £ V.

We already have an interesting morphism

g : res¿ E —► F

(for each V, the usual map from 0(R®V)/0(V) to BO(V) ). Its adjoint is a

natural homotopy equivalence

E —► F'1'

by Remark 2.6. So our guess was correct, and 0.F(1) is a sphere spectrum,

0F(') ~ S°.

Next, SF^ is homotopy equivalent to 0£(1), and this in turn is homotopy

equivalent to Çl2QD^ where

D(V) = E(R®V) = 2ZVC.

By Proposition 2.2, we have

S2kD^ = Dw(Rk) = hofiber[(7ad : Sk+X -> QXS*+1],

and the James model [Ja] for ÇïLSk+x suggests immediately that 0Z>(1) is

homotopy equivalent to a shifted sphere spectrum S1. To prove this, we can
use Remark 2.6 once more. Accordingly, we attempt to construct an "easy"

object C in §2 and a morphism

h : res? C —► D

in #î whose adjoint C —► D(1) induces a homotopy equivalence 0C ~ 0D(1)
for some "easy" reason. The James model for £iLD(V) suggests that

C(V):=I.(VC AVC)

is a good definition, and that h : C(V) —► D(V) should be the Whitehead
bracket

[i, t]:Y,(Vc AVC) -^ZVC.
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This is easily seen to work, and we conclude that the spectra 0F(2), SE^,

Í220D(1) are homotopy equivalent to fi20C. This means that

0F(2>~S-'.

In order to determine 0^ , we need a rudimentary knowledge of F^ , and

therefore a more thorough understanding of F(1], or equivalently, of E^ .

Since E^X\V) is the homotopy fiber of a map between spaces with manage-
able cohomology, we can use the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [EM] to

determine its cohomology. The James model for ÇïLVc (which also models the

multiplication) shows that the Pontryagin algebra //*(Í2ZFC) is a polynomial

algebra Z[x] where \x['— n ~ dim(F). Write x°, xx , x2, x3, ... for the
powers of x, and write 1, xx , x2, x-¡ for their duals in H*(ÇÏLVC). The cup

multiplication in H*(CÏLVC) is given by

(xx)k = k\xk       if aï is even,

and by

(xi)2 = 0,    xxx2k = x2k+x,     (x2)k = k\x2k       if aï is odd.

(The comultiplication leaves no other choice.) The E2* term of the appropriate
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence is

Tor*¿(H*(Vc),Z),

where R = H*(Çl'LVc). The spectral sequence converges to the cohomology of

F(2)(F). It collapses for trivial reasons in the relevant range, showing for even
« = dim(F) that

H°(FM(V)) S H2n-X(FM(V)) =< Z,

H3"-x(F{2)(V))<=Z/3,

Hk(F{2)(V)) = 0       for all other k < 4n - 2,

Hk(Fm(V) ; Q) = 0       for all k > An - 2,

and for odd n that

H°(F{2)(V)) S H2"-X(F{2)(V)) S Z,

Hk(F{2)(V)) = 0       for all other k < An - 2,

Hk(F{2)(V) ; Q) = 0       for all k>An-2.

This implies, together with what we already know about F(2) as a functor, that

H3n_2(F^(V)) S z/3

Hk(F{3)(V)) = 0       for 0 < k < An - 2 and k ¿ 3n - 2,

Hk(F{3)(V);Q) = 0       for all k >0.

It is very difficult to figure out what the suspension maps

ff(3) . j}pW(V) —* F<3'(R © V)

do on homology Ht,„+x . Leaving this for the moment, we can only say that

0F(3) is either a shifted Z/3-Moore spectrum,

qF(3) a C22mo(3) j
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or that 0F(3) is contractible. We shall settle the issue later—it turns out that

the first guess is correct. The calculation above was shown to me by Tom

Goodwillie in 1988, and again by John Klein in 1991. (They used somewhat
different methods.)

Now it seems very hard to guess what 0.F(4) might be. Fortunately, Tom

Goodwillie has found something like a closed formula for all the 0F(n), using

a relationship between his own calculus and the orthogonal calculus.

3. Symmetry

For each aï > 0, the pointed topological category J„ comes with a remark-

able left action of the orthogonal group 0(n). The action leaves objects fixed

and is given on nonzero morphisms by

t(f, x) := (f, tx)      for t£0(n).

(Here x belongs to aï • coker(/) = Rn ® coker(/), where 0(aî) acts because it

acts on R" .) Note that the action is trivial on J c J„ . We write X(t) for the
automorphism of Jn corresponding to / £ O(n).

Next, O(n) acts on the left of %n ■ It acts on objects E by

tE:=EX(rx),

and on morphisms g : E -* F by

tg := g.

(The second formula is meaningful because tE(V) = E(V) and tF(V) =

F(V).) We note that

resg(i£) = reslE,    resg(r^) = resg(^),

which means that the action is over do .

In section 2 we constructed among other things a right adjoint

F h-* fW = indo1 F

for the restriction functor resg . Now the functor

F k-* t(F(n))

from %o to %?„ is clearly also right adjoint to resg , for fixed t £ O(n). By the

uniqueness of right adjoints, or more directly by the uniqueness of universal

objects, there exists a unique isomorphism

a, : F« —t t(F^)

in l?„ such that (in shorthand notation)

Upat = up

where up is the universal morphism from resg F(n) to F . (See the explanation

following Proposition 2.1.) Noting once more that F^ agrees with t(F^) on

objects, we have a result about the symmetry properties of F^ .
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3.1. Proposition. There exists a unique family {ay} of left actions

av : O(n) x FW(K) —► F<">(K)

making the maps

evaluation : mor„(F, W)aF^(V) —* F(n)(W)

u:F(n)(V)^F(V)

into 0(n)-maps. (Here 0(n) acts diagonally on the domain of the evaluation
map, and trivially on F(V).)

For an explicit description of ay , use the definition

F^(V) = nat0(mor„(V,-), F)

from the proof of Proposition 2.1 and let av(t, g) = gX(t~x) for g £ FW(V)

and t £ O(n). The explicit description shows that ay is continuous (as a map

of virtual spaces, therefore as a map of spaces).

3.2. Example.   For a smooth compact manifold M, let

F(V) = BDI¥Fb(MxV),

where DIFFè(M x V) is the group of bounded diffeomorphisms from M x V

to M x V which are the identity on dM x V. (A continuous / = (fx, f2)

from M x V to M x V is bounded if there exists c > 0 such that the norm

of /2(aai, v) - v is less than c, for all (m,v) £ M x V. See [WW1] for

more details, and see the appendix for questions regarding the topology on

DIFFé(M x V).)

Then QFW(V) is homotopy equivalent to the homotopy fiber of the inclu-
sion map

DIFF*(A/ x V) <-> DIFFfc(Af x (V © R))

which is homotopy equivalent to the space Wb(M x V) of smooth bounded

concordances. See [WW1, Proposition 1.8] for a proof of this statement in the

TOP setting (it goes back to [AnH] and [Ha]). Taking V = R" we have

Q"r6(JI/ x R") ~ Wb(M x Dn),

again by [AnH] or [WW1, Proposition 1.5]. The arguments of [WW1, Definition

1.11, Proposition 1.12] show that SF^ is QWhDIFF(M), the smooth (usually
nonconnective) Whitehead spectrum of M.

With the above identifications,

Çin+\aad . Q»+1¿T(1)(R«) _^ Çr+2F(X\Rn+X)

becomes the usual stabilization map

&>(M x Dn) —* Wb(M x Dn+X)

and Qn+xF^(Rn) becomes the homotopy fiber <f>„(M) of the usual stabiliza-

tion map. Now Proposition 3.1 tells us that cf>n(M) comes with a canonical

0(2)-action—a not so well known fact, although the action can be described by

elementary geometric means. Further, Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 tell us among
other things that there are stabilization maps

tf>n(M) ̂  Çl<t>n+X(M)

(namely, the maps Qn+Xaad ). This is not too well known either. The spectrum

made from these spaces 0«(M) and from these suspension maps is, of course,

homotopy equivalent to Q.OF^2).
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3.3. Definition. A symmetric object in fën is an object E together with con-

tinuous actions
O(n) x E(V) ^ E(V)

(one for each V ) such that the evaluation maps

mor„(F, W)AE(V)^E(W)

are 0(Aî)-maps. (Use the diagonal action on the domain of the evaluation

map.)

By Proposition 3.1, the functor F^  is symmetric for any F in fo.   In
general, if E in £n is symmetric, then the maps

o:(Rny AE(Rk) —► E(Rk+x)

defining the spectrum SE are 0(A?)-maps for the diagonal action on the do-

main. This suggests that O(n) acts "somehow" on BE. But it is not quite clear
how, since an honest action should leave the suspension coordinates alone. Here

we can apply a trick from equivariant homotopy theory.
Suppose that 0 is any spectrum, made from spaces Ok and maps l.Sk —►

Ofc+i. Then the spaces and maps

0»:=Sr%S*A0),

lQ°°(Sk a8)m Q°°(Z,S* A 0) s ÇÎ°°(Sk+x A 0)

constitute a new spectrum 0*. This contains a copy of 0, since

ek^nk(sk ASk)^e[. 'k-

The inclusion 0 <-► 0" is a homotopy equivalence

Of course, all this works just as well if Qk is defined for positive k divisible

by aï only (in which case &k is nevertheless defined for all positive k). Hence

we can apply it with 0 = QE. Then each 0^ , and more generally each

n°°(X A 0) = hocolimQ^(X A E(Rj))
j

(for a CW-space X ) comes with an action of O(n) given by

(t-f)(v):=t(f(rx))

for t £ O(n) and v £ j • Rn and

f:(j.Rny -^XAE(W).

(Use the standard action of O(n) on R", and the action on E(Rj) coming

from Definition 3.3.) The action is natural in X, and it follows that the maps

1X3 k        %+i

defined above are 0(«)-maps, with the suspended action on the domain. To

summarize, 0(h) acts on 0" = 0"£ which is homotopy equivalent to QE .

A. More Stiefel combinatorics

Which objects E in §o should be called polynomial functors of degree <

n ? If we want to do "calculus", then we should certainly answer this question

at some point.  One obvious requirement is that the (aa + l)-th derivative of
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E should vanish (i.e., that E^n+x\V) be contractible for all V). However,

the case aï = 0 shows that this is not enough. Clearly E should be called

polynomial of degree 0 if and only if E(f) is a homotopy equivalence for all

nonzero morphisms / in J,. According to this belief, the functor E given by

E(V)=S° when dim(F) > 5,

E(V)= * when dim(F) <5,

E(f) = identity whenever possible

is not polynomial of degree 0. But is'1' does vanish.

Here it is clear what is happening: EW(V) is the homotopy fiber of a map

from E(V) to E(R ® V). If the map is a homotopy equivalence, for all V,

then E is polynomial of degree 0. In that case £(1) vanishes, but the converse
is false.

For arbitrary aï > 0, we may hope that £'("+1)(F) can be identified with the

homotopy fiber of a natural map

gv ; E(V)_>7(V)

where ? is a new object in So, depending on E, that we have to create. We

could then say that E is polynomial of degree < aï if gv is a homotopy

equivalence for all V . All this shows that a better understanding of E(-"+x^ is

necessary. What we know about £,("+1' comes from section 1 (via Proposition

2.2). It now appears that we did not go far enough in section 1. In fact, Propo-

sition 1.2 suggests (by downward induction on aï ) that there exists a description

of mor„+i(F, W) in terms of morphism sets in Jo . Such a description does

exist. It involves homotopy colimits. Let us recall the definition [BK].

A functor Z from a small category W to spaces gives rise to a simplicial

space

[aï]   -*     LI  zö(°)
G : [n]—?

(Here [aï] is the ordered set {0, 1, ... , aï} , and G denotes functors from [aï]

to fê.) The homotopy colimit of Z is the geometric realization of this simplicial

space. Dually, the homotopy limit of Z is the totalization [BK,Ch.X] of the

cosimplicial space

[aï]      h-» J]     ZG(n).
G : [n]->W

(The totalization of a cosimplicial space [aï] i-> %)[n] is the space of natural

transformations from [aï] >-> A" to [aï] h-> 2)[aî] .)

In many examples, W is a topological category and Z is a continuous functor.

When this is the case, the homotopy (co-) limit should be modified. Instead of

going into details, let us just consider the example that we shall need in Theorem

4.1 below.
Let W be the poset of all nonzero linear subspaces of R"+1 , ordered by

reversed inclusion: T < U means U c T. Then Ob(^) is topologized as a

disjoint union of Grassmannians. The set of functors

G : [aï] -» W
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is also topologized for any aï > 0, as a disjoint union of flag manifolds. Fix

objects V and W in Jo and let

Z(U):=mor(U ®V, W).

(This is covariant.) Then the (set-theoretic) coproduct

LI  zG(fj)
G : [n]->&

is again topologized, in such a way that the projection to the space

{G:[n]-+W}

is a smooth manifold fiber bundle. We use these topologies to make a simplicial

space

[aï]      .-» IJ     ZG(0),
G : [n]->W

and call its geometric realization the (topological) homotopy colimit of Z.
Restriction gives a natural transformation from Z to the constant functor
with value mor( V ,W). This induces a restriction map from hocolim Z to

mor(F, W). Now, in order to be informal and informative, we just write

hocolim Z = hocolim mor(U ® V, W),
0¿UCRn+]

and we are ready for the theorem.

4.1.   Theorem. The (unreduced) mapping cone of the restriction map

hocolim mor(U ®V, W)       —►        mor(V ,W)
0^t/CR"+'

is homeomorphic to mor„+i(F, W). The homeomorphism specified below is

pointed, and relative to mor(F, W), and it is natural in V and W. More
precisely: it is a natural transformation between functors on Jop x J.

Proof. We shall construct a homeomorphism betwen the respective comple-

ments of mor(F, W), and extend it (continuously) using the identity on

mor(F, W). Note that the complement of mor(F, W)+ in the big mapping

cone has the form

]0, oo[x hocolim mor(C7 © V, W)

(where mor is for Stiefel manifolds). Let

(f,x)£morn+x(V,W)^mor(V, W)+,

so that / from V to W is linear, preserves the inner product, and

0 ¿ x £ (n + I) • coker(/) SÈ hom(R"+1, coker(/)).

Here we identify coker(/) with the orthogonal complement of im(/) in W.

Since both R"+1 and coker(/) are now equipped with inner products, the linear

map

x : Rn+X —► coker(/)

has an adjoint

x*:coker(/)-^R"+1.
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Then x*x :Rn+x *-» R"+1 is self-adjoint, alias symmetric. We split R"+1 into

an orthogonal sum of eigenspaces of x*x,

Rn+X s ker(x*x) © E(X0) © E(XX) © • • ■ © E(Xk),

where Xq < Xx < ■■■ < Xk are the nonzero eigenvalues. (They are real and

positive. Note that k > 0 since x ^ 0.) Given all this, we make it into

(1) a functor G : [k] —> W (where & is still the poset of nonzero linear

subspaces of R"+1 , ordered by reversed inclusion);

(2) a point z in mor(C7(0)©F, IV);

(3) a point p in the simplex Ak ;

(A) a real number t>0.

The functor G is given by

r t~* E(X0) © E(XX) © • • • © E(Xk_r).

The morphism z is given by z = / on V, and z = (X¡)~x/2-f on E(X¡). The

point p is, in barycentric coordinates,

Xk   • (Xo, Xx -Xq, ... , Xk -Xk-i).

The real number t is just Xk .
Finally we note that G, z and p together define a point in

hocolim mor(t/ © V, W)
r*r/c.R«+<

because the hocolim is defined to be a certain quotient of

mor(C7(0)©F, IT) x A^

k>0 G : [k]->&

(as a set). Starting from (/, x) as above, we have therefore constructed a point
in

]0, cx)[x hocolim mor(i7© V, W)

with first coordinate t. This is what we wanted. The construction is easily seen

to be a homeomorphism, and it extends to the promised relative homeomor-

phism.   D

Recall from section 1 that mor„+i(F, W) is the Thom space of a Rieman-

nian vector bundle yn+x(V, W) on the Stiefel manifold mor(F, W). Let

Syn+i(V, W) be the total space of the corresponding unit sphere bundle.

4.2.   Proposition. There is a natural homeomorphism

hocolim mor(U® V, W) —► Syn+x(V, W)

for V,W in J.

Proof. This is already contained in the proof of Proposition 4.1, where we

constructed a homeomorphism

]0, oo[xhocolim mor(f7©F, W) —>mor„+i(K, W)^mor(V, W)+.

Compose with the inclusion of {1} x hocolim... , and project

mor„+1(F, IV) \mor(F, W)+ S1J0, oo[xSyn+x(V, W)

to Syn+x(V,W).    D
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The next proposition is a useful supplement to Proposition 4.2. We write e"

for a trivial aï-dimensional vector bundle.

4.3.   Proposition. For the restriction map

res:mor(R©F, W)—>mor(V,W),

we have

res*yn(V, IV) ^ en ®yn(R® V, W).

Proof. The general case follows from the case aï = 1 by taking tensor product

with e" . Assume ai = 1, and fix a point / in the base space mor(R© V, W).

The two fibers (vector spaces) to be compared are then coker(/| V), and R ©

coker(/). But there are obvious identifications

R © coker(/) s f(R) © coker(/) s coker(/| V).   D

5. Polynomial functors

We denote by I? the category of continuous functors from J to unbased

spaces. We will switch rather frequently between H? and §o ("unbased setting"

and "based setting"). The unbased setting is considered to be more general, in

view of the forgetful functor from I? to Ho •

5.1. Definition. An object E in f is polynomial of degree <n if, for every

V in Jo, the canonical map

p:E(V)^    holim tE(U®V)

is a homotopy equivalence.

Comments. The nonzero linear subspaces U c R"+1 form a poset 3¡ where

T < U means T c U. (We used the opposite convention in Theorem 4.1.)

The rule U >-► E(U © V) is then a covariant functor. Again, this has some

continuity properties, so we use a topological version of the homotopy limit.

According to the standard definition, a point in the homotopy limit would be a

rule associating to every functor

G : [aï] —> 31

a map

fG:A"^E(G(n)®V),

in such a way that fije = /g-£* for every monotone e : [m] —> [aï] . In the present

circumstances, we want fo to depend continuously on G. To make sense of

that, note that if G is close to H, say, then we can choose a> £ 0(n + 1) close

to the identity, such that coG = H. Then we require that <y*7c from A" to

E(H(n) © V) be close to fH ■
Note the similarity of Definition 5.1 with [Go2, Definition 3.1], and note that

the defining property is an extrapolation property. From this point of view it

is plausible, but not obvious, that a functor which is polynomial of degree < aï

is also polynomial of degree <n + \. We shall prove this in Proposition 5.4.
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Recall from section 4 the sphere bundle

Syn+x(V, W) ^ mor(V, IV).

We fix V and vary IV to get a natural transformation

Syn+x(V,-) —* mor(F,-).

By composition with this one, we then have, for any E in I?, a map

p*:nat(mor(F,-), E) —» nat(SyB+i(K, -), £).

This map appears in the next proposition; we identify its domain with E(V)

by the Yoneda lemma.

5.2. Proposition. A functor E in §* is polynomial of degree < n if and only

if
p*:E(V)^nat(Syn+x(V,-), E)

is a homotopy equivalence for all V.

Proof. We begin with a warm-up exercise about mapping spaces and homotopy

(co-)limits. Let X be a functor from a small category S to the category of

Kelley spaces (see [MaL], and let Y be a space. Then, by inspection,

y
map(hocolim X, Y) = holim YA

where Yx is the functor on Sop sending C to map(X(C), Y), the mapping

space with the compact-open topology. We will use this remark in a rather

generalized situation where S comes with a topology, and the functor X has

continuity properties and is from ^f to á?. Objects in ¿? should be regarded

as spaces parametrized by J. Homotopy (co-)limits are modified in the usual
way to reflect the continuity properties of X.

Here we go:   S = 2¡ is the poset of nonzero linear subspaces of R"+1 ,

ordered so that T < U means U c T, and X is given by

X(U) = mor(U ® V, -).

Then

nat(Syn+x(V, -), E) s nat(hocolim X, E)       by 4.2

= holim nat(X(U), E)       by warm-up and inspection

s holim E(U © V)       by Yoneda.
u

These are homeomorphisms of spaces "under" E'V), which means:   spaces

equipped with a map from E(V).   D

5.3. Proposition. For any E in §o and any V, the sequence

£(«+i)(F) -^E(V) -?->   holim   E(U®V)
0/£/CR"+l

is a fibration sequence up to homotopy. Hence ¿s("+1) vanishes if E is polynomial

of degree < n.

Proof. By Proposition 5.2, we may replace p by

p*:E(V)-^nat0(Syn+x(V,-)+, E) .
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We defined £■("+') by

E^+x\V)=nat0(morn+x(V,-), E).

Now mor„+1 (V, W) is (simply by definition) the reduced mapping cone of the

bundle projection

Syn+x(V, W)+ —\ mor(F, W)+ = mor0(F, IV),

and the claim follows.   D

5.4. Proposition. If E in & is polynomial of degree < n - 1, then it is poly-

nomial of degree < n.

Proof. We will use the following terminology: A morphism

f:C->D
in Hó is an E-substitution if the induced map

f*:mt(D,E)—>àat(C,È)

is a homotopy equivalence. (In general, this is not a very good notion because

spaces of natural transformations can be pathological. We only use it in this

proof, in very special cases where there is no pathology.)

Fixing V and using Proposition 5.2, we can assume that the bundle projec-

tion

(*) Sy„(R®V,-)—>mor(R©F,-)

is an ¿-substitution, and we must show that the inclusion

(♦) Sy„(V, -) «-» Syn+x(V, -)

is an ¿-substitution. We note first that yn+\(V, -) is the Whitney sum of

yn(V,-) with yx(V,-). Writing Eä for fiberwise products (over the Stiefel

manifold mor(F, -) in this case), we can therefore identify Syn+x(V, -) with

the homotopy pushout (= double mapping cylinder) of

Sy„(V,-) A- Syn(V, -)®Syx(V, -) Ä Syx(V, -)

where px and p2 are the projections. Now the target of p2 can be identi-

fied with the Stiefel manifold mor(R © V, -), and in fact the map P2 itself
is just the bundle projection of the sphere bundle made from the vector bun-

dle res* y„(V, -) in Proposition 4.3. Using Proposition 4.3, we conclude that

Syn+\(V, -) is the homotopy pushout of a diagram

Sy„(V, -) «— S(en ® yn(R ® V, -)) —» mor(R © V, -).

We conclude further that (♦) is an ^-substitution if and only if the bundle

projection (formerly p2 )

(0) S(en®yn(R®V,-))^mor(R®V,-)

is an ¿'-substitution. Once more we note that the unit sphere bundle of a

Whitney sum of vector bundles is the fiberwise join of the unit sphere bundles

of the Whitney summands. Hence the domain in (<>) is the homotopy pushout

of a diagram

Sn~x x mor(R ®V ,-)^- S"~x x Syn(R © V,'-} —» Sy„(R ®V,-).
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The left-hand arrow q is an ¿-substitution by our assumption on (♦). Con-

sequently the inclusion map

Syn(R®V,-)^S(en®yn(R®V,-))

is an ¿-substitution. It follows that (0) is an ¿-substitution if (6) is an

¿-substitution, which it is by assumption.    D

5.5. Lemma. Let g : E -> F be a morphism in So> assume that E is polyno-

mial of degree <n, and that ¿(n+1) vanishes. Then the functor

V i—♦ hofiber[¿(F) 4 F(V)]

is also polynomial of degree < n .

Proof. This is obvious from Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.

5.6. Corollary. If F in <§o is such that ¿t"+1) vanishes, then the functor

Vt—*Ù(F(V))

is polynomial of degree < n.

Proof. Apply Lemma 5.5 with E equal to zero.   □

5.7. Example.   Let 0 be a spectrum with an action of <9(aî) , and define F

by
F(v):=n°°[((nvyAe)h0{n)]

where the subscript hO(n) indicates a homotopy orbit spectrum (=Borel con-

struction). The group 0(h) acts diagonally on the smash product (it acts on

nV since nV = R" ® V ). We shall see that F is polynomial of degree aï if 0

is not contractible.

By Corollary 5.6 it suffices to show that ¿<"+1) vanishes (because F has a

delooping which is another functor of the same type). We will do a little more

than that. Namely, we will "identify" the sequence of derivatives

pi») Ü, /?(»"!) X F(n~2) A.4 ¿(1) -^ F

with another sequence

¿[aï] «-» ¿[aï - 1] ̂  F[n - 2] «-►.«-» ¿[1] «-» F,

FllW)l~®*l((Hv\K*Q)hÖ(„~i)l

Here 0(n- i) is the subgroup of 0(h) consisting of thoses elements which fix

the first i coordinates. Each F[i] is an object in g¿. Indeed,

a : (iV)c A F[i](W) —► F[i](V © IV)

can be defined as an inclusion map,

(ivy AQ°°[((nwy Ae)h0{n-i)] - n°°[((ivy r\(nwy as^-d]

^ n°°[((n(v ®w)y ASho^i

In particular, ¿[aï] is a stable object in %n (see Example 2.3). If it can be

"identified" with ¿(aï) , then ¿(aï + 1) must vanish.

To make the desired "identification" of F[i] with ¿(,), we will simply es-

tablish the following claim. The inclusion map

F[i+l]^F[i],
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which is really a morphism

resi+1 F[i + 1] —► F[i]

in §; , has an adjoint

(*) F[i+l]—>¿[/](1)

which is an equivalence (see beginning of section 2).

To establish this claim, we use Proposition 2.2. Accordingly, F[i](x\V) is

the homotopy fiber of

oad : F[i](V) —* í2''F[i](R © V).

In our case this is homotopy equivalent to 0°°+'+! of the cofiber of the inclusion

[(/R © AÎ V)c A S]h0(n-i)   «-»   [(«(R © V))c A Shoin-i).

It is also homotopy equivalent to Q°°+1 of the cofiber of

[(nvyAe^-D ^ [(Rn-'®nvyAe]h0{n-i).

which is just íí°°Z of

(♦) [Sr^A^VyAShoin-i).

Now for any spectrum *P with an action of O(k), where k > 0, we have

[S+~   AXV]hO(k)  — ^hO(k-l)

using the diagonal action on the wedge. Applying this to (♦), we conclude

finally that

F[if\v) ^n°°[((nvy Aeu^v] = F[i+i](v).

It is not really difficult to check that this "abstract" homotopy equivalence agrees

with the map labelled (*).   o

5.7. Example [bis]. The calculation of the derivatives of F also shows what
their associated spectra are. Namely,

0¿(,) ~ 0       for i = n,

0¿(,) ~ *       for i' ̂  n, i > 0.

The cases i > n and i = n are obvious. For 0 < / < « , observe that

0¿C) £ 0¿[a] c [©(res? F[n])}h0{n_¡}

and that 0(resf D) is contractible for any D in %n .   D

5.8. Example.   For any U and any i and any k > 0, the functor F given by

V^Q(Vmork(U,V))

is polynomial of degree < k + dim( U).

Proof. By Corollary 5.6 again, it suffices to show that ¿(i+d+1) vanishes where

d = dim(U). We can assume U = Rd . Using Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 1.2,

we can reduce to the case d = 0 (by induction, at the price of increasing k ).
But d = 0 means U = 0, which means

F(V) = Q(V(kVy).

This case is covered by Example 5.7.   D
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Polynomial functors are determined by their behaviour at infinity, i.e., by

their behaviour on vector spaces V of very large dimension. To make this

precise, let us fix n > 0 and let

t„ : H* —> &

be the functor such that

(t„E)(V):=   holim   E(U®V).
0^{/CR"+1

The canonical map from ¿(F) to (tnE)(V) is natural in  V, so it defines a

T-< T--

p = Pe:E —► xnE.

If E is polynomial of degree < aa , then all morphisms in the diagram

E±£*f E-£->t t E-£->.■■

are equivalences. But it is obvious that (xn)kE only depends on the behaviour

of E on vector spaces V of dimension > k (and morphisms between such).

For arbitrary F in Ho, the space

¿(R°°) := hocolim ¿(R')

and the spectra 0¿(1), 0¿(2), 0¿(3), ... are determined up to homotopy

equivalence by the behaviour of F at infinity. When F is polynomial, we

can expect them to have a strong influence on F(V) for all V.

5.9. Definition. An object F in H* is connected at infinity if ¿(R°°) is

connected.
Suppose now that F in Hó is polynomial of degree < aï and connected at

infinity. Let ¿, be the subfunctor of F given by

F\,(V) = base point component of ¿(F).

Claim.  Fu determines F, up to equivalence.

Proof. We replace F by the homotopy colimit of

C      P C      t> IT      p
F -^ T„¿ -^ T„T„¿ -y • • • .

This contains F, and the inclusion is an equivalence. On the other hand, it

also contains the homotopy colimit of

h —► *«(A) —* T„T„(jn,) —► • • •

It remains to show that the inclusion

i : hocolim (xn)kF^(V) —+ hocolim(rn)kF(V)
k k

is a homotopy equivalence for every V. (Equivalently, we must show that all

its homotopy fibers are contractible.) Firstly, each homotopy fiber of i is empty

or contractible, since
(Tn)kFb(V) y (r„)kF(V)

is the inclusion of a union of connected components, for all k . Secondly, we

can show that no empty fibers occur: Fix a connected component C in the
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codomain of i (which is homotopy equivalent to F(V)). Choose a k > 0

such that the corresponding component C = C n F(V) of F(V) maps to the

base point component of F(Rk © V) under the inclusion-induced morphism

F(V)^F(Rk®V).

(This is possible because F is connected at infinity.) Then the image of C

in (xn)kF(V) is contained in (xn)kF],(V), so the image of i has nonempty

intersection with C.

We obtain a very useful corollary.

5.10. Proposition. Let g : E —> F be a morphism in Hó such that

hofiber[¿(n -1* F(V)]

(the homotopy fiber over the base point) is contractible for all V. Assume that

F is connected at infinity, and that E and F are polynomial of degree < n.

Then g is an equivalence.

Proof. The assumption on g means that gj, : ¿t, —> ¿, is an equivalence.

5.11. Lemma. If E in I? is polynomial of degree < m, then xnE is also

polynomial of degree < m, for all n > 0.

Proof. We have to show that the canonical map

xnE(V)=   holim   E(U®V)—»    holim     holim   E(W®U®V)
0^C/CR"+1 0^H/CRra+l 0^C/CB"+1

is a homotopy equivalence, for any V. Rewrite the codomain as

holim     holim   E(W®U®V).
0^t/CR"+1 0#!fCRm+l

Use the assumption on E and the well-known homotopy invariance of homo-

topy limits [BK] to complete the proof.

5.12. Corollary. If E is in Ho is polynomial of degree < m, then ¿(m) is

stable (as in Example 2.3).

Proof. For aaî = 0, this is obvious. When m > 0, Proposition 5.3 tells us that

¿(m+1) vanishes. Then the homotopy fiber of

aad . E(m)(V} _^ Çi»>E{m)(R ® V)

also vanishes, since it is equal to ¿(m+1)(F) by Proposition 2.2. We claim now

that the functors

V^E(m)(V), V^QmE{m\R®V)

(as functors on J0 ) are polynomial of degree < m , and connected at infinity.

If so, we can apply Proposition 5.10 to complete the proof. Now the first of

these functors is polynomial of degree < aai by Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.5,

since ¿(m)(F) is the homotopy fiber of the canonical map

E(V ) — (xm.}E)(V):

The second of the two functors is then also polynomial of degree < aaî by

Corollary 5.6. Both functors are connected at infinity—and even contractible

at infinity—because they are restrictions of functors belonging to %m .   G
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5.13. Corollary. Let g : E —> F be a morphism in Ho such that the maps

g* : ¿(R°°) —► ¿(R°°),

g* : 0¿(,) —» 0¿(,) forl<i<m

are homotopy equivalences. Assume that E and F are polynomial of degree

< m, and that F is connected at infinity. Then g is an equivalence.

Proof. By Proposition 5.10 it is sufficient to show that the functor D given by

D(V) := hofiber[¿(F) -^ F(V)]

vanishes. Lemma 5.5 shows that D is polynomial of degree < aai . Let k > 0

be the least integer such that D is polynomial of degree < k . Assume first that
Ac > 0. Then D(kx is stable by Corollary 5.12. Consequently

dW'V) ~ n°°((kvy a eD{k)),

where ez><*> is the homotopy fiber of

g* : 0¿(A:)_► 0¿(fc'.

But this homotopy fiber is contractible by our assumptions, so D1-^ must vanish.

Now D^k\V) is also the homotopy fiber of the canonical map

(?) D(V) — (xk_xD)(V)

in the notation introduced just before Definition 5.9. By Lemma 5.11, the

functor xk_xD is also polynomial of degree < k . Consequently, by Proposition

5.10 and Lemma 5.14 just below, the map ( 9 ) is a homotopy equivalence for all

V. This means that D is polynomial of degree < k - 1 , in contradiction with

the minimality assumption on k . We conclude that D must be polynomial of

degree 0, which implies that

D(V)~D(R°°)

for all V. But D(R°°) is the homotopy fiber of

g* : ¿(R°°) —► ¿(R°°),

which is contractible by assumption.   □

5.14. Lemma. For any D in H7 and any q > 0, the canonical map

D(R°°) -^ (t,D)(R°°)

is a homotopy equivalence. Hence if D is connected at infinity, then so is xqD.

Proof. The idea is that the codomain of our map is a homotopy colimit of

homotopy limits, and we can try to express it as a homotopy limit of homo-

topy colimits. A more detailed argument follows. Write U for nonzero linear

subspaces of Rq+X , and aï for positive integers, and ~),  (~ for homotopy
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equivalences going in the direction indicated. The codomain is

hocolim holim D(U ® R")(~ hocolim holim hocolim D(U © RJ)
n U n V j<n

~) colim holim hocolim D(U ® Rj)
n U j<n

S holim hocolim D(U © RJ)
1 U j<oo

(~ holim hocolim D(Rj)
u j

= holim Z»(R°°)
u

~ D(R°°).

The important thing is the homeomorphism labelled " 1 ", where we use the fact

that the nerve of the poset (better: pospace) of all nonzero linear subspaces

U c Rq+X is compact. For the homotopy equivalence labelled "2", use the con-

tractibility of the nerve (the poset has a maximal element). For the remaining

homotopy equivalences, use the homotopy invariance of homotopy limits and
homotopy colimits.

We conclude that domain and codomain of the map under investigation are

abstractly homotopy equivalent. Inspection reveals that the homotopy equiva-

lence is the map itself.   D

We will use a half-hearted approach to generalize Corollary 5.13 to the un-

based setting. Namely, we will allow base points to vary to some extent. For

any U in J, define categories Jm(U) c Jm as follows. Objects are objects

V of J with a morphism / from U to V in J. A morphism from ( V, f)

to (W, g) in Jm(U) is a morphism e £ morm(V, W) making the appro-

priate triangle commute. To a continuous pointed functor F from Jm(U)
to pointed spaces, we associate an ordinary spectrum 0¿ with w/c-th term

ÇlmUF(Rk ®U,f) where / is the inclusion of the direct summand U.

Given E in I?, and U in J and x £ E(U), we construct a functor Ex

from Jo(U) to pointed spaces by EX(V, f) := E(V). We have a base point

f(x) in E(V) = EX(V, f). Hence we can define ¿*m), the ra-th derivative

of ¿x , as a functor on Jm ( U). It is the right Kan extension of Ex . It gives

us an ordinary spectrum SExm^ . The good thing about this spectrum is that it

varies nicely with x : A morphism c : U —> U' in J induces

e¿<m>-^0¿(?>        (x£E(U), ex = c,(x) £ E(U')).

Hence it is possible to write without too much ambiguity

SExm) for any x £ ¿(R°°).

The homotopy type of 0¿*w) depends only on the connected component of x

in ¿(R°°).

5.15.   Theorem. Let g : E —» F be a morphism in H" such that the maps

g, :¿(R°°) —>F(R°°),

g* : eExi] —t QF$ forl<i<m, any x £ ¿(R°°)
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are homotopy equivalences. Assume that E and F are polynomial of degree

< m. Then g is an equivalence.

Proof. Both E and F can be written in a unique way as coproducts of functors

which are connected at infinity. By Lemma 5.14, each of the summands in

these splittings is polynomial of degree < m . Further, g respects the splitting.

Consequently we can assume without loss of generality that E and F are

connected at infinity. Our problem is now that ¿(0) can be empty (otherwise

we could just pick a base point there at random, and use Proposition 5.14).

However, some U must exist such that E(U) is nonempty. Choose x e

E(U). By our assumptions and by Proposition 5.13, the restriction of g is an
equivalence

x gx-

(Here we apply Corollary 5.13 to polynomial functors on Jo(U), which is

clearly permitted.) This implies at once that

gw:E(W)-^F(W)

is a homotopy equivalence for any W such that dim(W) > dim(F). The

principle "polynomial functors are determined by their behaviour at infinity"

now shows that g is an equivalence.   D

5.16. Definition. A morphism g : ¿ —► ¿ in H3 is an approximation oforder

m if

g* : 0¿i° —► 0FÍ5 for 1 < / < aaî ,  any x e ¿(R°°)

g, : £{R°°) —» F(R°°),
(r(')
gx

are homotopy equivalences.

6. Approximation by polynomial functors

Let si be a full subcategory of another category 3S . Following [MaL], we

say that si is a reflective subcategory of 3§ if the inclusion functor si —> 3§

has a left adjoint T : 3§ -> si . Put differently: for every object b in 3§ , the

comma category (b j sf) has an initial object

nb : b —> T(b).

(The objects of the comma category are morphisms from b to some object in

sé .) We could say that every object b in 3§ admits a best approximation

(from the right) by an object in sí ; this is why the notion is interesting here.

6.1.   Observation. A full subcategory sí c 38 is reflective if and only if there

exist

(1) a functor T:3§ -* si ,
(2) a natural transformation n : l@ —> T such that

na:a^> T(a)       (for any ainsi)

T(nb) : T(b) -4 TT(b)       (for any b in 33)

are isomorphisms.
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Proof. (=>) is obvious. For the converse, suppose that T and n exist. We

claim that T is left adjoint to the inclusion functor. More precisely, every

morphism of the form

f '■ b —> a

with b in 38 and a in si has a unique factorization of the form / = gnb ,
where g is from T(b) to a. Indeed, let

g:=(na)-xT(f).

Then naf = T(f)nb = lagt]/,, so / = gnb since na is iso. If gx also satisfies

f=gxnb, then

T(f) = T(gx)T(nb) = T(g)T(nb),

so that T(gx) = T(g) since T(nb) is iso. But our assumptions on n and T
imply that T maps mor(T(b), a) bijectively to mor(TT(b), T(a)). It follows

that gx = g.   D

6.2.   Example.   Let 38 be any category, let

H:38 ^33

be a functor, and let
p: l<% —> H

be a natural transformation. Suppose that any functor from the poset of positive

integers to 38 has a colimit, and that H preserves such colimits. Let si be

the full subcategory of 38 whose objects are those a for which

Pa : a —► H (a)

is an isomorphism. Let us try to prove that si is a reflective subcategory of

38 . (We will not succeed.)

Attempt. We use Observation 6.1. For any b in 38, let T(b) be the colimit

of the diagram

bJUH{b)HA£}H2{b)Hj£)...

and let nb : b —> T(b) be the obvious morphism. Then T is a functor, and

a/ is a natural transformation from I& to 7\ We must verify that T and a;

satisfy the conditions in Observation 6.1. The first condition to verify is that

T(b) belongs to sé for any b. In other words, we must show that

PT(b) ■ T(b) —> HT(b)

is iso. Since H preserves certain colimits, and T(b) is such a colimit, we find

that HT(b) is (isomorphic to) the colimit of

H(b)m H\b)a^ h\P)h^ ...

which is "abstractly" isomorphic to T(b). The more obvious isomorphism is

from HT(b) to T(b), and happens to be inverse to pT(b). This shows that

T(b) belongs to si . Further, it is obvious that na is iso for any a in si .

Unfortunately, it seems impossible to prove without additional hypotheses that

T(nb) is iso for any b in 38 . We can only hope that it will work out magically

in special cases of special interest.
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Let us apply these observations to the following situation: 38 = I?, the

category of continuous functors from J to unbased spaces, and si is the

full subcategory made up of all objects which are polynomial of degree < aï

for some fixed aï . In this case it would be unreasonable to expect that si is

a reflective subcategory in the strict sense. However, we have the alternative
definition of "reflective subcategory" given by Observation 6.1. We relax it just

a little.

6.3.   Theorem. For any n > 0, there exist a functor

Tn : ÏÏ —» r

taking equivalences to equivalences, and a natural transformation

r\n • !        ' 1 n

with the following properties:

(1) Tn(E) is polynomial of degree <n, for all E in I?.
(2) if E is already polynomial of degree < n, then

n„:E —» T„E

is an equivalence.

(3) For every E in H*, the map

Tn(nn) : TnE —► TnTnE

is an equivalence.

Proof. We proceed as in Example 6.2, letting H = xn (defined just after Ex-

ample 5.8) and taking for p the canonical transformation. Thus TnE is, by
definition, the homotopy colimit of

F MxnET^¡ (xn)2E{T^ip)-.. ,

and n„: E —> TnE is the evident inclusion. As in Example 6.2, we find that

p: TnE —► r„r„¿

is an equivalence for arbitrary ¿, which means that TnE is polynomial of

degree < n . If E is already polynomial of degree < aï , then clearly

r\n:E —► TnE

is an equivalence. It remains to establish property (3). This will (eventually)

come out of Theorem 5.15.

Step 1: We note that

/*•) p ■ E_* x E

is an approximation of order aï (Definition 5.16.).

Proof. Lemma 5.14 shows that

/a» : ¿(R°°) —» (t„¿)(R°°)

is a homotopy equivalence. Further, if we pick j > 0 and x £ E(RJ), then

(xn)(Ex) is the same as (xnE)px , and the homotopy fiber (functor) Dx of

p : Ex —► (xnE) PX
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is therefore Ex"+1) by Propositions 5.3 and 5.2. Therefore Dx extends from

Ho(R^) to ^n+x(Rj), therefore GDxi] is contractible for 1 < / < aï , and there-

fore

p  • 0¿(,)_► 0¿(í)

is a homotopy equivalence for 1 < j < n. This proves that (*) is an approxi-

mation of order aï .

Step 2: We note that all arrows in the diagram

E^TnEx^}(xn)2E(x^p)...

are approximations of order aï . We can prove this by induction, using the

commutative diagrams

\kw      (*n)k(p).{Xn)kE    Jl:Ll£l    (xn)k+xE

P P

(r„)k+xE i^Ä (r„)*+2¿ .

We have just shown that the vertical arrows in the diagram are approximations

of order aï , and if the same is true for the upper horizontal arrow, then it must

be true for the lower horizontal arrow as well.

Step 3: We conclude from the last step that

nn : E     ► 1 „h

is an approximation of order aï , for any E. This shows that three of the four

arrows in the commutative diagram

F    —*:_►    TnE

I I
I'- r

TnE ^Ä TnTnE

are approximations of order aï . Therefore

T(r\n) : TnE —> TnTnE

is also an approximation of order aï . Now Theorem 5.15 implies that T(nn)

is an equivalence.   D

6.3. Theorem [bis]. For any n > 0 and any E in H7, the morphism nn from

E to TnE is an approximation of order n .   G

6.4. Example.   Let 0 be a spectrum with an action of 0(n), where aï > 0,

and let E, F in I? be given by

¿(F): =[Sr°((nV)c r\G)\h0(n),

F(V): =fioo[((AîF)cA0)AO(„)].

In the definition of E, the subscript hO(n) denotes a homotopy orbit space

/aï the pointed category, i.e., the quotient of the homotopy orbit space in the
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unpointed category by BO(n). We know F from Example 5.7, and E is a
subfunctor of F . Let

i:E^F

be the inclusion. We shall verify that T„(i) : TnE —► T„F is an equivalence.

This is in effect a calculation of TnE, since nn : F —► TnF is also an equiva-

lence by Example 5.7 and Theorem 6.3, item (2) .
The argument which follows is due to the referee, and it is much simpler

than my own. We shall prove more, namely, T2n-X(i) '■ T2n-XE —» T2„-XF is

an equivalence.

Step 1. By Theorem 5.15 and Theorem 6.3 [bis], it is enough to show that

í : E —► F is an approximation of order 2 aï - 1.

Step 2. If the Lie group G acts on a spectrum X and X is Ac-connected, k > 0,

then the canonical map from (Q°°X)hG to Q.°°(XhG) is 2ac+1-connected. In-
deed, in the special case where X is the suspension spectrum of a Ac-connected

based G-space Y, the map in question is the second arrow in

YhG ¿> (QY)hg <-> Q(YhG) ,

and it is (2k + l)-connected because both the first arrow and the composition

are. In general X admits a (2ac + 2)-connected map Z°°T —► X from such

a suspension spectrum (let Y = Q°°X ) and this can be used to reduce to the

special case.

Step 3. Assume that 0 is Ac-connected for some k £ Z. (Briefly: 0 is bounded

below.) Then i : E(V) —> F(V) is [2aî • dim(F) - c]-connected, where c is a

constant depending on 0 but not on V. This follows from Step 2. Looking

at the homotopy fiber of i : E(V) —> ¿(F), as a functor in the variable F, we

deduce immediately that i : E —> F is an approximation of order 2aî - 1. (Use

the elementary definition of derivatives at infinity from the introduction.)

Step A. The case of general 0 follows from Step 3 by writing 0 as a homotopy

colimit of a sequence of spectra which are bounded below.   D

7. Homogeneous functors

7.1. Definition. An object F in H7 is homogeneous of degree n if it is poly-
nomial of degree < aï and if Tn-XE(V) is contractible for all F.

We want to "classify" such objects. This is much easier in the setting "with

base points", so we start by classifying homogeneous objects F in Ho . In fact,

we start by classifying their Aî-th derivatives ¿(n). Corollary 5.12 tells us that

¿(") is stable, and Proposition 3.1 tells us that ¿(n) is symmetric (Definition

3.3). Thus our first task is to classify stable symmetric objects in HJ,, for any

« >0.
The case aï = 0 is contained in Example 2.3. We can reformulate the result

as follows. Let ao be the rule taking an object F , homogeneous of degree 0,

to the pointed space ¿(R°°). Let ßo be the rule taking a pointed space Y to

the constant functor V h-> Y, which is homogeneous of degree 0. There is a

natural homotopy equivalence

Y —> a0ßo(Y)
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of pointed spaces, and there are equivalences

F —♦ F — ßoao(F),

where F is the functor

F h-* hocolim ¿(R* © F).

Moreover, «o takes equivalences to homotopy equivalences, and ßo takes ho-

motopy equivalences to equivalences.

Now take aï > 0, and let a„ be the rule taking a symmetric stable object E

in IP„ to the spectrum with k-th term

Q°°(S*A0¿).

This comes with an action of 0(n), as described in Example 3.3. Let ßn be

the rule taking a spectrum 0 with an action of 0(n) to the functor

F^Q°°((aïF)cA0).

We regard this functor as a stable object in HJ,, as explained in Definition

2.3. We make it into a symmetric object using the diagonal action of O(aï) on
(AiF)cA0,foreach F.

Now anßn(&) is the spectrum with k-th term

Qco(Sk AS»),

in the notation of Example 3.3. This contains 0 since

ek c ak(sk a ek) c a°°(sk a e)

and 0 c 0'. The inclusion

e^anßn(e)

is a homotopy equivalence, and is compatible with the 0(Aî)-actions.

In the other direction, we observe that ß„a„(E) is (equivalent to) the functor

F i—♦ hocolim Q*[(aîF)c A £inj(Sk A E(Rj))].
k, j—*oo

(on J„ ). We use the maps

a : (nV)c A E(RJ) —► ¿(F © Rj)

to map this to another functor Ê on J„ , where

¿(F) := hocolim Qk+nj(Sk A E(V ® R¡)).
k,j—KX)

This new functor ¿ contains E (take k, j = 0 ). Hence we have equivalences

E —► ¿ <— ßnan(E)

of stable symmetric objects in H^,.
All this shows that, for aï > 0, classifying stable symmetric objects in HJ,

up to equivalence amounts to classifying spectra with an action of 0(h) up

to a suitable notion of equivalence. To summarize the result in a proposi-
tion, we introduce some more notation. Let Sf„ be the category whose objects

are the stable symmetric objects in Wn , and whose morphisms are the natural

transformations E —* F (respecting symmetry) between such objects. Let yn
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be the category whose objects are spectra with an action of 0(h), and whose

morphisms are maps 0 —> *F compatible with the actions of 0(h). The con-

structions a„, ßn are simply functors,

an : Sen —+ yn ,        ßn : ßin —► acn.

7.2. Proposition. For E in %?n there exists a chain of natural equivalences (in

3?n) relating E to ßnan(E). For 0 aaî ^n, there exists a natural homotopy

equivalence (in %,) from 0 to a„ßn(&).

7.3. Theorem. Let F in Ho be homogeneous of degree n, where n > 0. Then

F is equivalent to the functor

(►) V ^ Q°°[((nVy A*¥)HO{n)]

(cf. Example 5.7), where *F = 0i¿(") ~ 0¿("), with the 0(n)-action specified

in section 3. Conversely, any functor of the form (►) is homogeneous of degree
n.

Proof. Let E in Ho be the functor given by

E(V) = (F^(V))h0{n)

(use the action of Proposition 3.1, and remember the meaning of the subscript

hO(h), as in Example 6.4). This contains ¿(n), or rather resg ¿(">, as a sub-

functor. What we know about ¿*n) (from Proposition 7.2) implies that

(1) TnE is equivalent to the functor

v —, n-[((AîF)c AW)h<m\

(by Example 6.4), and this is homogeneous of degree aï (by Example

5.7);
(2) the adjoint of the composition

res8(F<">) ̂E^TnE

is an equivalence
¿r(») __> (TnE)in)

(again by Example 5.7).

Recall now (Proposition 3.1) that

u:FW(V)^F(V)

is an 0(Aî)-map for the trivial action of 0(h) on ¿(F), for all V. This

implies that
u : resg ¿(n) —► F

has a factorization as

resg ¿(n) t-iE-Q'F.

We use w to make a commutative diagram

C i-. 1"      .     T   ITresg¿(») —£-> ¿ —Sl_» T„¿

rcs0r   -  -► r   -►  i„rres"¿(") _JL_, f -^—> TnF
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and we proceed to prove that T„(u) is an equivalence. (This will complete the

proof because nn from F to TnF is also an equivalence.) The adjoint of the

composite map in the lower row of the diagram is an equivalence

¥(n) __> (TnF)W

(because the adjoint of u is an equivalence, and n„ in the lower row is an

equivalence). We have already verified that the adjoint of the composite map

in the upper row is also an equivalence. Commutativity of the diagram now

shows that T„(u) induces an equivalence of Az-th derivatives. But then Tn(u)

must be an equivalence, by Corollary 5.13.   D

It is not difficult to formulate and prove a more precise version of theorem

7.3, along the lines of Proposition 7.2. There is a functor

F i-> an(F(n>),

taking homogeneous functors of degree aï to spectra with an action of 0(az) .
There is another functor

e^> [v~a°°[((nvyAQ)h0(n)\}

taking spectra with an action of O(aî) to homogeneous functors of degree aï .

These two functors are inverses of one another up to chains of natural equiva-

lences.

7.4. Lemma. Suppose that F in Hó is homogeneous of degree n, where n > 0.

¿Aî^Aî the adjoint of

nn:ÏF^ Tn(ZF)

is an equivalence

F—>QTn(LF).

Explanation and comment. The functor Z¿ takes F in J to the reduced

suspension of ¿(F). The proof of Lemma 7.4 will be very easy once we have a

good category of fractions Hó/~ (made from Ho by inverting all equivalences).

To explain what this looks like, I shall borrow a definition and a result from the

appendix. An object D in Hó is cofibrant if, for any diagram

c e
D     ► F <     F

in Hó where e is an equivalence, there exist a morphism

r ■ n _► F

and a natural homotopy h from e • c to c. There is a functorial construction

giving, for each E in Hó, a cofibrant object ¿° and an equivalence e from

¿° to ¿. Consequently the category of fractions Hó/ ~ can be described as

follows: Objects are the objects of Hó , and a morphism from E to F in Hó/~

is a homotopy class of morphisms from ¿° to ¿° in Ho. A morphism g

from ¿ to ¿ in Ho determines a morphism from E to F in Hó/ ~, namely,

the homotopy class of g° . If g is an equivalence, then the class of g° is an

isomorphism in Hó/ ~ . We write [E, F] for the set of morphisms from E to

F in Hó/~.

Proof of Lemma I.A. As an endofunctor of Hó/~ , the functor T„ is left adjoint

to the inclusion of the full subcategory consisting of all functors which are
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polynomial of degree < aï . Therefore, if E is polynomial of degree < aï , we

have

[TnÇLF),E]*[2F,E]*[F,aE).

If E is polynomial of degree < aï - 1, then so is Q.E, and therefore

[F,QE]<=[Tn-XF,nE] = {*}.

It follows that [TnÇLF), E] is zero if E is polynomial of degree < aï - 1.

Therefore Tn(l,F) must be homogeneous of degree aï. We see that

F ¿ T„ÇLF)

is an endofunctor of the full subcategory %"„ of Hó/ ~ consisting of the objects

which are homogeneous of degree aï . It is left adjoint to the endofunctor of

ß?„ given by
¿h^Q¿.

But our classification result for homogeneous functors (Theorem 7.3 and sequel)

implies that the second endofunctor is an equivalence of the category ßifn with

itself. Hence the unit of the adjunction [MaL] must be an isomorphism

F—+Qr„(I¿).   □

Last not least, we come to the classification of homogeneous objects in H*.

Notation. For a space X, denote by ~L\\X the unreduced suspension of X. For

a space Y with two distinguished points (called north pole and south pole), let
Qtj Y be the space of paths in Y from north pole to south pole.

7.5. Lemma. Suppose that F in I? is homogeneous of degree n, where n > 0.

Then the adjoint of
A/„:St,¿ — r„(Zhf)

is an equivalence

F —► Qtjr„(Eh¿).

Proof. As in the proof of 5.15, our problem is that ¿(0) can be empty. How-

ever, for some U in J the space ¿(17) will be nonempty: pick a base point

x in F(U) at random. Lemma 7.4, applied to the homogeneous functor

(V,f)~F(V)

from Jo(V) to pointed spaces, shows that

F(V) — QbTn(ItïF(V))

is a homotopy equivalence for all F such that dim(F) > dim U. This means

that the hypotheses in Theorem 5.15 are satisfied. Now apply the theorem to

complete the proof.   D

Note that E := T„{L\\F) in Lemma 7.5 is an object in Hó (and by the lemma,

it is homogeneous of degree n ). Actually, lifting E from I? to Hó amounts

to choosing a base point in ¿(0) ; here we seem to have two canonical choices,

the image of north pole and south pole under

nn : J^F(Q) —» T„(li\F)(0).
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We declare the north pole to be the base point. Now Lemma 7.4 tells us that

the functor F is equivalent to the homotopy pullback of

where * is the terminal object in ¿? and «-» picks the base point, whereas y

picks the south pole. Conversely, given D in Hó , homogeneous of degree aï ,

and a point z £ D(0), the homotopy pullback of

* <—» D <— *

is a homogeneous object of degree n in H\ The verification is easy. Combining

this with Theorem 7.3, we have a classification of homogeneous objects in I?

up to equivalence.

7.6. Example. For any aï > 0 and any Ac > 0, there exists an F in H*, homo-

geneous of degree aï , such that ¿(R*) is empty (hence ¿(F) = 0 whenever

dim(F) < Ac ). To construct such an ¿ , we start with the projection map

p : mor(Rn, Rn+i) —> G„,,

(large i ) from the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal Aî-frames in R"+! to the

Grassmann manifold of Aî-planes through the origin in R"+i. Let v be the

normal bundle of Gnj (in some R^ ) and let p*v be its pullback to the Stiefel

manifold. Then the Thom spectrum t(p*v) of p*v comes with an evident

action of O(aî) , free in the based sense and with orbit spectrum equal to t(v).

Let 0 = Qnit(p*v). Then

eho,n) a wt(u)

which has (G„j)+ as Spanier-Whitehead dual. Let y in Í2°°(0AO(„)) be SW-

dual to the unit map from (G„j)+ to S° . Then y belongs to ¿(0), where E

is the functor

Let F be the homotopy pullback of

(where the left-hand arrow is the standard inclusion). We shall see that the

image of y in ¿(R*) is not in the connected component of the base point, so

that F(Rk) must be empty. Since

E(Rk) = n°°[((nRkyAe)h0{n)]

we can try to calculate the class of y in the spectrum homology Hq(-; Z/2) of

((nRky Ae)h0{ny

Under Thom isomorphism and Poincaré duality, this homology group becomes

Hnk(GnJ;Z/2)
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and y represents the Ac-fold power of the Euler class of the tautological aî-

plane bundle on G„j. This will be nonzero if / is sufficiently large.

8. Homogeneous morphisms

8.1. Definition.   A morphism g : E —► F in H3 is polynomial of degree < n
if

Z7 S 17h,     ->    r

TnE -^h TnF

is a homotopy pullback square. If in addition

Tn_xg: T„_XE ̂  T„-iF

is an equivalence, then g is homogeneous of degree n .
Intuitively, a morphism in H3 is polynomial of degree < n , or homogeneous

of degree aï , if its fibers are. In particular, the morphism from E to the zero ob-

ject is polynomial/homogeneous if and only if E is polynomial/homogeneous.
We need Definition 8.1 in order to express a rigidity property of homogeneous
objects.

8.2. Theorem. Let g : E -* F be homogeneous of degree n, where n > 0.

Suppose that F(R°°) is contractible, and that there exist D and

s:D—>E

in IP such that g • s is an equivalence. Then there exist G and

w:E—>G

in ïï such that (g, w) from E to F x G is an equivalence.

Intuitively: if a homogeneous morphism g has a section, and if its codomain

is contractible at infinity, then its domain is a product and g is projection to a
factor.

Preliminaries. We can make the following additional assumptions:

( 1 )   D = F and gs is the identity;
(2)   g : E(V) —» ¿(F) is a fibration for all F.

To arrange this, replace E by the homotopy pullback ¿ of

D JL, p J- E

and replace g by the projection g from Ê to D. Then g has an evident

section s. If w from £ to G can be constructed such that (g, w) is an

equivalence from ¿ to D x G, then let G be the homotopy pushout of

E*=-Ê -^G

and let w be the inclusion of E in G.

Proof of Theorem 8.2. For each F and x £ F(V), define a functor <f>x from

Jo(V) to pointed spaces by

</.x(1F,/):=^-1(/»(x))c¿(1F)
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where /*(x) £ F(W), and sf„(x) serves as the base point of <f>x(IV, f).
Define A in H* by

A(V):= {(x, z) |xe¿(F),     z£cj)x^(V, id)}.

In words: A(V) is the total space of a fibration over ¿(F) whose fiber over

x £ F(V) is 0x(")(F, id). Here (/>x(") is the Ai-th derivative of <px, a functor
from ^„(F) to pointed spaces. Note that O(ai) acts on A , by

£-(x, z) := (x, gz)       for g £ O(n) and (x, z) e/l(F),

and the morphism U : A —> ¿ given by

(x, z)^«(z)e</>x(F, id)cE(V)        for (x, z)g^(F)

is invariant under this action. (Here w is the universal map from (/>x(n) to

cj)x .) Hence we also have

Üorb '■ AhO(n) -► E

where An0^(V) means A(V)how , and A(V)h0(„) is very sloppy notation for

a homotopy orbit construction in the category of retractive spaces over ¿(F).

We shall now verify that A splits up to equivalence as a product of F with

something else, and that Ah0(n) and Tn(Ah0(„)) split similarly. We will then

complete the proof by verifying that T„(uorb) is an equivalence.

From the properties of «—th derivatives such as </>x(n) we obtain the upper

horizontal arrow in an otherwise obvious commutative square

A(V) -► nnFA(R®V)

1' I
¿(F) —£-►    ¿(R©F)

where Q£ means: Ai-fold loops staying in a single but arbitrary fiber over

¿(R © V). Our assumptions imply that the square is a homotopy pullback

square. Iterating this, we obtain the arrow q in a homotopy pullback square

A(V) -^-^    hocolimjQ.iFnA(Ri ®V)   =:  B(V)

p

¿(F) -► hocolim7-¿(R;' © F)   =:   ¿(R°° © V)

where ¿(R°° © V) is contractible. It follows that the maps

(p,q):A(V)^F(V)xB(V)

<t>x{n)(V,id)^B(V) for any x€ ¿(F)

are homotopy equivalences. These identifications or equivalences respect the

0(Aî)-symmetry. It follows that Aho^ maps by an equivalence to F x Bho^ ,
that

(Tnp, Tn(qh0{n))) : Tn(Ah0(n)) —* T„F x Tn(Bh0(n))

is an equivalence, and that Tn(Bho(n)) is homogeneous of degree aï. (Use

example 6.4, and note that T„ preserves products up to equivalence.)   With
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this knowledge, and the assumption that

E        8   >    F

r       r
TnE -^L TnF

is a homotopy pullback square, it is easy to verify that

Tn(üorb) '■ Tn(A¡,o{n)) -* T„E

satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 5.13. Hence it is an equivalence. We now

define G to be the homotopy pushout of

Tn(Bho(n)) <— Tn(Ah0{n)) -^» TnE

where the left-hand arrow is Tn(qho^). Then G is homogeneous of degree

aï . For w , take the composition

E -^ T„E «-► G.   D

8.2.   Theorem [bis]. Moreover, s and w fit into a commutative diagram

D -► Z

•I        I
E -^^ G

in H1, where Z is equivalent to the terminal object * .

Proof. Our construction of G and w so far depends "naturally" on s and g.

We may write G(s, g) and w(s, g) to indicate the dependence on 5 and g.

Form the commutative diagram

D —i^— D —É^— D

id

g->

and obtain another commutative diagram

s \gs

D —^—► E —?—> F

D ^m G(id,id)

\s

E   ^sl     G(s,g)

where G(id, id) =: Z has to be equivalent to the terminal object.   D

8.3. Corollary. Let g : E —» F be a homogeneous morphism of degree n in

&, where n > 0. Assume that F(R°°) is contractible. Then g can be completed

to a homotopy pullback square

E -■■* Z

4      1
c

F -► G
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aaî H3, where G is homogeneous of degree n and Z is equivalent to the terminal

object. The construction is natural.

Proof. Let B be the homotopy pushout of

fJ-e-Z+f.

This is the fiberwise unreduced suspension of E over F, so it comes with a

canonical projection map

p:B ^F

and two sections

S\, $z : F —► B

picking north pole and south pole in each fiber, respectively. (N.b.: We are not

assuming that g is a fibration in any sense, although it could be arranged.) The

diagram

E —^ F

7     7
F —^-> B

commutes up to a canonical homotopy. It follows from Lemma 7.4 that

T"g[

F E     T"g »  T F

T„s

TnF -^-> T„B

(which still commutes up to a canonical homotopy) is a homotopy pullback

square. In other words: the canonical homotopy produces an equivalence

(?) TnE^P,

where P is the homotopy pullback of T„sx and ¿„52. (To prove this, choose

some U and x £ E(U). Restriction of g gives a homogeneous morphism

of degree aï between functors from Jo(U) to pointed spaces, with homotopy

fiber D say. The homotopy fiber of T„p, regarded as a morphism between

functors on Jo(U), is then equivalent to T„(LD) which, by Lemma 7.4, is a

delooping of D. Hence ( Ç> ) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.15, hence it

is an equivalence.)

Now apply Theorem 8.2 (including [bis]) to the homogeneous morphism Tnp

with section Tnsx . The result is a homotopy pullback square

TnF -► Z

tA       1
TnB ^^ G

where Z is equivalent to the terminal object and G is homogeneous of degree
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aï . Plugging this together with previous homotopy pullback squares, we have

F —^ TnE -?=*- TnF -► Z

i i
8 i Tngi T"s,i [

F

with boundary square

F -^L_> TnF -^ TnB -i£U G

Z

g I
i i

F —-—> G .

This commutes up to a canonical homotopy and is still a homotopy pullback

square. Replacing Z by the mapping cylinder of E —> Z , one can dispose of

the homotopy.   a

Remark. Evidently, c in Corollary 8.3 is in some sense the classifying map for

g . Is it unique? Write G(g), Z(g) and c(g) for the constructions above, and

let

E -, L

o .j     4
F -► H

be another homotopy pullback square, where L is equivalent to the terminal

object and H is homogeneous of degree aï . Naturality of our constructions

yields yet another commutative square

F _£Í£L G(g)

1 1-
rti\

H -2¿L, G(j)

(right-hand vertical arrow induced by the horizontal arrows in (*) ). This es-

tablishes uniqueness up to equivalence of the classifying map.

Remark. Note that Corollary 8.3 contains Lemma 7.5 as a special case (take

F = *). We did not use Lemma 7.5 in the proof of Corollary 8.3.

Digression. Homogeneous morphisms of degree aï > 0, as in Definition 8.1,

behave in many respects like maps of CIF-spaces

o ■ y _> y

whose homotopy fibers are Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces K(n, n). For example,

if such a g has a section, and Y is simply connected, then there exists a map

w from X to a K(n, n) such that

(g,w):X—> YxK(n,n)
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is a homotopy equivalence. This is analogous to Theorem 8.2; in particular

the assumption that Y be simply connected is similar to the assumption that

¿(R°°) be contractible. Corollary 8.3 is the analogue of the fact that any g as

above can be "classified" by a map from Y to a K(n, n + I), provided Y is

simply connected. (The shift from aï to aa + 1 shows that the analogy has a

weakness.) When Y is not simply connected, something like "local coefficients"

must be used. This is our cue.

We return to the situation of Theorem 8.2, but this time we fix a space X (say

a ClF-space) and consider objects in H3 equipped with a reference morphism

to the constant functor with value X. Denoting this constant functor by X

also, we find that we are in the comma category (H3 J. X). Suppressing the

reference map to X, we write D, E, F as usual for objects in (H3 J. X). Such

an object is homogeneous of degree n over X if the reference map to X is

homogeneous of degree n .

8.4. Theorem. Let g : E —> F be homogeneous of degree n in (W\,X), where

n > 0, and assume that there exists s : D —> E in (H3 J,X) such that g • s is an

equivalence. Assume also that the map

¿(R°°) —♦ X

(induced by the reference morphism) is a homotopy equivalence. Then there

exists G in (W \X), homogeneous of degree n over X, anda morphism

w : F

over X such that
G

I
X

is a homotopy pullback square.

8.4.   Theorem [bis]. Moreover, s and w fit into a commutative square

D

i

G

in (ê'IX), where Z is equivalent to the terminal object in (ê'IX).

8.5. Corollary. Let g : E —> F be a homogeneous morphism of degree n in

(%\X), where n > 0. Assume that ¿(R°°) —► X is a homotopy equivalence.

Then g can be completed to a homotopy pullback square

E -i Z

i       I
G
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aaî (%? \X), where G is homogeneous of degree n over X and Z is equivalent

to the terminal object in (H3jX). The construction is natural.

Notation for the proof of Theorem S.A. For any C in (H'J.X) and any map q

from a CJF-space Y to X, we define qtC in If by

(qtC)(W) := hofiber[C(W)y -♦ XY]

(homotopy fiber over the base point q £ XY ). The exponential notation means

mapping spaces. Think of q l* C as "lifts of q to C ".

Sketch proof of Theorem 8.4. We will deduce this from Theorem 8.2, making

strong use of naturality and simplicial machinery. For any singular simplex

the diagram

q : Ak —» X ,

qtDJ^qtE^UqtF

in H3 has all the properties required in Theorem 8.2; in particular (qt F)(R°°)

is contractible. Therefore

w = wq: q?E —> Gq

is defined such that (q?g,wq) is an equivalence. Define E in (W\X) by

E(W):=\[k]~     W    (qtE)(W)\
q : A* —X

(vertical bars for geometric realization, of a simplicial space). The evaluation

maps

A* x (q?E) -^E for q:t\k^X

give us an equivalence E —> E. Define similarly G by

G(W):=\[k]~     [J    (9tG)(W)\
q-.A'^X

so that the wq define a map E —> G. Let G be the homotopy pushout of

E^E—-+G

and let w : E —> G be the inclusion. It remains to understand how and why G

is an object over X. Briefly, it works like this: There is the reference morphism

from E to X, and there is another fairly obvious morphism from G to I

(via the geometric realization of the singular simplicial set of X ). Finally there

is a more subtle evaluation morphism

¿x[0, 1] —A",

compatible with the previous two.   D

8.6. Remark. Notice that Theorem 8.4 and Corollary 8.5 are sufficiently gen-

eral in the following sense. For arbitrary F in £? , let

X := ¿(R°°) = (T0F)(0).
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Then, although there is no obvious reference morphism from F to I, there is

an obvious diagram

p JL> t0F «SSL X

and we can replace F by the homotopy pullback ¿' of this diagram. We have

F ,2L Ft __» x

and the reference morphism from ¿' to X is such that

)-^X.

Alternatively, Corollary 8.5 (for example) can be rephrased in the following way.

Any g : E -* F in H3 which is homogeneous of degree n fits into a homotopy
pullback square

E -► Z

<*> 4      1

where Z is polynomial of degree 0, all morphisms are approximations of order

0, and G is locally homogeneous of degree n . "Locally homogeneous of degree

aï " means that the map rjo from G to TqG is homogeneous of degree aï . As

before, the construction of (►&) from the homogeneous morphism g is natural,

and naturality implies a certain uniqueness.
To make Corollary 8.5 a little more explicit, we should now classify diagrams

Z -^G-Ux

in (H31X), where ts is an equivalence and t is homogeneous of degree aï .

Classification can be up to equivalence (over X), and therefore we may as-

sume without loss of generality that Z = X and ts = idx ■ We now have a

parametrized version, with parameter space X, of the classification problem

solved in Theorem 7.3. Much as in the proof of Theorem 8.4, the parametrized

problem can be reduced to the unparametrized one. However, I shall omit the

details of the argument and state the result only.

8.7.   Notation.

(1) If A and B are spaces and

p:A^B

is a fibration, write

-Ip  x(x) dx.
B

This suggests that A is the "integral" of a parametrized family of spaces p~x (x),
parametrized by the points x £ B . It is convenient notation if the fibers of the

fibration have "names", and the total space (here A ) has no "name".

(2) For arbitrary ¿ in H3 let hp,n be the "homology theory" taking a

pointed 0(Aî)-ClF-space Y to

"    Y\*   " -^x)hO(n)\   "■*•

£(R*)

hocolim   J  Cl°°[(Y Aex)n0{n)] dx
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where 0* is short for ©"¿^ , as defined in and around Theorem 5.15

(cf. also section 3). Let O(aî) act on Y A Sx by the diagonal action.

Note that hp,n(Y) is a retractive space over hß,n(*) — E(R°°). The functor

aî£- f „ takes homotopy pushout squares to homotopy pullback squares. (A square

of pointed 0(n)~ ClF-spaces and pointed 0(Aî)-maps is a homotopy pushout
square if the underlying square of CPF-spaces is.)

8.8. Rough statement. Let G be homogeneous of degree aï over X, with

section 5 : X —► G, where aï > 0. Then G is equivalent, rel. X, to the functor

F i—► hGtn((nV)c).

Continuing in this vein, we note that the homotopy pullback square in Corol-

lary 8.5 (or (»i) in Remark 8.6) gives rise to a homotopy pullback square of
homology theories

hp,n   ->  hz,n

g I
i i

hp,n
c

tG,n

such that
hE,n(*)   -►   hZ,n(*)

4 I
hp,n(*) —c—> hG¡n(*)

consists entirely of homotopy equivalences.   In this situation it follows from

general considerations about homology theories that hGn is determined by

g : hp,n —► hF,„

(up to a chain of natural homotopy equivalences). Namely, up to such a chain,

hGt„(Y) is the homotopy pullback of

hp,n(*)

i

I

hE,n(ZY) -^-^ hF,n(-LY)

for any pointed 0(Ai)-CW/-space Y.  The vertical arrow 5 is the standard
section.

9. The Taylor tower

The constructions of section 6 produce, for each object E in %, a diagram

J'                17     'Vl+l       rr,      J-.         fn          rr,                 y-,    'ñ— 1                                                     T\ rr.     j-,

n+1-^ -► In^ -* in-\^ -►.-* 10t'   ,

the Taylor tower of E. The morphisms r„ satisfy

rnnn = rin-i ■ ¿ —» ¿n-i¿ ,

and they can be described explicitly as forgetful morphisms. Namely, ¿„¿ is a
homotopy colimit of objects (x„)k(E) (where Ac "tends to infinity"), and there
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are evident forgetful morphisms from x„ to t„_i . Alternatively, we could use

the (so-called) universal property of

nn:E —► TnE

which should give us a unique map rn from T„E to ¿„_i¿ such that rnn„ —

nn-X. However, since the universal property in question only works "up to

equivalence", this is not quite so neat. We are fortunate to have an explicit r„ .

We note that rn is an approximation of order aï - 1, since nn and nn-X are

(by Theorem 6.3 [bis]). This implies that T„-Xr„ is also an approximation of

order n-I, hence an equivalence by Theorem 5.15. Thus rn is homogeneous

of degree aï .
When E belongs to Hó, then the 77„¿ are also objects of Ho for aa > 0,

and the homotopy fiber of

r„ : T„F —► T„_XF

(over the base point) is defined for aï > 0. It is of course homogeneous of

degree aï , and the classification Theorem 7.3 tells us the following.

9.1. Theorem. For E in Hó, any n > 0, any V in J, there is a fibration

sequence up to homotopy

Cl°°[((nVy A0)AO(n)] —» (TnE)(V) -% (¿„_,¿)(F)

where 0 depends on E and n only: 0 = 0'¿(n), the spectrum with action of

0(n) defined in section 3.

We can get a stronger (if less explicit) result by using Corollary 8.5. This

gives us a homotopy pullback square

T„E   -► Z

r" I A

Tn_xE ——► G

where Z is of degree 0, all arrows are approximations of order 0, and G is

locally homogeneous of degree aï (cf. Remark 8.6). By the rough statement 8.8

and sequel, G has the form or is equivalent to

V^hE,n(l(nVy)

(notation of 8.7). Further unravelling is left to the reader.

10. More examples

10.1. Example. Let F in Hó be given by ¿(F) = 0(R°° © V)/0(V). Then
¿o¿ vanishes, and 0¿(1) is homotopy equivalent to S°, with the trivial action

of 0(1). (Cf. Example 2.7, which is essentially the same example, up to

"extension" by a functor of degree 0.) Hence we have

a/, : 0(R°° © V)/0(V) —» (TXF)(V) ~ Q[(Vc)h0(X)].

Here 0(1) acts on Ve by v >-► -v for v £ V, so we can rewrite the codomain:

Q[(vc)ho(x)] = Q(P(^°®v)iP(V)),
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where P denotes projective spaces. Since nx is an approximation of order 1,

the map of horizontal homotopy fibers in

¿(F)    -►    ¿(R©F)

"'1 "'1
TXF(V) -y TXF(R®V)

is, up to various homotopy equivalences, the stabilization map

VC^Q(V%

Applying all this with V = Rk , for arbitrary Ac , one finds that

nx : ¿(0) = 0(oo)     —»     (¿i¿)(0) ~ Q(RP?)

maps the nonzero class in Hk(RP°° ; Z/2) (spectrum cohomology of the codo-

main) to the class Qwk+X in Hk(0(oo) ; Z/2)), for all k. Here wk+x is the

Stiefel-Whitney class.

10.2.   Example.   Let E be given by

¿(F) = U(C°°®V)/U(V)

for finite dimensional complex vector spaces F with a hermitian positive defi-

nite inner product. (This is unitary calculus.) One finds that

(♦) ©¿o-S"1 ~ns°

with the trivial action of the unitary group f7(l). As in the previous example,

nx : E(V) ^ (TXE)(V)

takes the form

U(C°° ® V)/U(V) —? ÇIQ(P(C°° © V)/P(V)) ;

here P(-) denotes complex projective spaces. (The Q comes from (♦).) For

F = 0 this is
s: U(oo) ̂ ÇIQ(BU(I)+)

and the adjoint X°°+1f7 —► X°°5Í7(1) maps one of the generators of
H2k(BU(l);Z) to

Qck£H2k~x(U;Z)

(the looped Chern class), for all Ac > 0. Hence 5 induces a surjection in in-

tegral cohomology, and an isomorphism in rational cohomology. Equivalently,

5 induces a surjection in integral cohomology, with kernel equal to the torsion

subgroup.

An interesting consequence is that the map s has a homotopy left inverse. A

natural candidate for such a left inverse is p = Qq , where q is the composition

Q(BU(l)+) ^ Q(BU+) ̂  BU.

Here p uses the infinite loop space structure on BU . By [Sel], the map p has

a homotopy right inverse, say sx , so that psx ~ id . (In fact according to [Sel]

the map q has a homotopy right inverse.) Now sx must induce a surjection in
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integral cohomology, with kernel equal to the torsion subgroup, just like j . It

follows that ps induces an isomorphism in cohomology, like psx .   D

10.3. Example.   Let ¿(F) = 50(F). Then

n2:F(V)^T2F(V)

is a rational homotopy equivalence for every F ^ 0. (This was pointed out

by the referee.) Much of this has been proved in 2.7: We saw that ¿(3)(F)

is always rationally homotopy equivalent to a point. It follows (Proposition

5.3) that Í1F is rationally polynomial of degree 2, hence that the canonical

morphism Q¿ —> 72(£2¿) is an equivalence. Since ¿2 commutes with Q up

to equivalence (by construction), we may conclude that

¿(F) — T2F(V)

is a homotopy equivalence provided T2F(V) is connected. For V ^ 0, this is

easily proved by a two-step induction using e.g. Theorem 9.1 and the calculation

of 0¿(D and 0¿<2> in 2.7.

10.4. Example. Here we let ¿(F) = 0(R°° © V)/0(V) as in 10.1. Complex-
ification gives

¿(F) —» ¿(F ®R C) 4V TXE(V ®R C)

where E is from Example 10.2, and Tx is the first Taylor approximation in

unitary calculus. Now it is clear that the continuous functor

F^ TxE(V®mC)

on J is polynomial of degree 2. Hence we have a factorization

¿(F) —t T2F(V) —> TXE(V ®R C)

Specializing to V = 0, we see that the looped integral Pontryagin classes in the

cohomology of 0(oo) = ¿(0) lift to H*(T2F(0) ; Z).

10.5. Example.  Let D in Hó be defined by

D(V) = B&(S(V))

where S(V) is the unit sphere in F and 3?(S(V)) is the grouplike monoid of

its homotopy automorphisms. It is proved in [WW1, 3.8] that

0£>C> ~ S°

with the trivial action of 0( 1 ). Hence the map of horizontal homotopy fibers
in

D(0)    —^    D(R°°)

¿,¿■(0) T-i-rf TXD(R°°)

becomes (up to homotopy equivalences)

(0) &^Q(RP™)

where S? c ßS0 consists of the components of degree ± 1. From the geometric

description of (<>) given in [WW1], which is easily related to the one used here,

■I
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one obtains the following. Composition of (<>) with the transfer from Q(RP%°)

to ß(S°°) ~ QS° gives

inclusion - cx : & —> 0S°

where cx is the constant map with value 1. In particular, the map (0) has a

homotopy left inverse.

So far I have not found a much more direct argument to prove this fact.

10.6. Example. Let us finish the calculation of 0¿(3) in Example 2.7, where

¿(F) = BO(V). We only have to show that 0¿(3) is not contractible. (Again
I am indebted to John Klein for help with the argument.) Let A(V) = Ve.

There is a fibration sequence up to homotopy

(!) A{V)^F(V)^F(R®V).

Hence we only have to show that QA^ is not contractible. Let B(V) be the

homotopy fiber of the stabilization map

A(V) = Ve -^Q(VC)

where Q = Q00^00 . Now we only have to show that 05^3) is not contractible.

Let

G(V) = Q[(3VyhK],

where K is the symmetric group on three letters (and hK denotes the Borel

construction in the pointed category). Note that G is homogeneous of degree
3 by Theorem 7.3 and some inspection. For F ^ 0, think of (3V)chK as the

appropriate factor in the (stable) Snaith splitting [Sn] of Q(VC). Projection to

this factor then gives us a natural transformation

Ç:B(V®R) -^QG(F©R).

By the universal property of T3B, this must factor (up to equivalence) through

n3:B(V®R) —► T3B(V®R)

since G has degree 3. Let us show that it does aaoí factor through

n2:B(V®R)^T2B(V®R),

by considering the case F = 0. Indeed, TXB(R) vanishes by construction, and
therefore

(!!) T2B(R) ~ Í2°°((S2 A S)h0{2))       (0 = 05(2) ~ 0^2>)

by Theorem 9.1. From the natural fibration sequence up to homotopy (!) and

the calculation of 0¿<2) in Example 2.7, we obtain

(!!!) ^AO-S'vS2.

Then, combining (!!) and (!!!), we find that 7C3(¿2^(R)) has no 3-torsion. But

C detects the 3-torsion in n3(B(R)) = n3(£ïQSx). (Otherwise the stable Snaith

splitting of QSX would not be a splitting.) Hence T3B is sufficiently different

from T2B, and 02?(3) cannot be contractible.   D

Appendix: Cofibrant objects

A. 1. Conventions. In this appendix, the category J has only the following

objects: the vector spaces Rk for Ac > 0. The space of morphisms from W
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to Rk is, as usual, the Stiefel manifold mor(R-', Rk). Furthermore, IP is

the category of continuous functors from J to spaces (say, spaces having the

homotopy type of a CW-space). As before, a morphism g : E —► F in IP is

an equivalence if gy : ¿(F) —> ¿(F) is a homotopy equivalence for all F . An

object E in H3 is cofibrant if, for any diagram

where e is an equivalence, there exists a morphism

c:E^F

and a natural homotopy aï from e • c to c.

As a category, the "new" J is of course equivalent to the old one. It follows

that the new IP is equivalent to the old one.

A.2. Definition. A CW-object in H3 is an object E together with a filtration

by subobjects,

0 = ¿_! C ¿o C Ei C ¿2 C ¿3 C . ..

such that the following holds.

(1) ¿(F) = U-EiC) = colim¿/(F) with the colimit topology, for all V in

J ■
(2) For each i > 0, the object ¿, is isomorphic rel ¿,_i to the pushout

of a diagram

¿,_! ■<— S"-1 x tf   »-»   fl'xi

where AT = ]TAmor(l^, -) is a coproduct of representable objects in

A. 3.   Observation. Any CIV-object E in H3 is cofibrant.

Proof. Given

E-^F^-Ê

where e is an equivalence, define c : E —► ¿ and the homotopy /z from e • c to

c by induction on skeletons, using the obvious fact that representable objects

in H3 are cofibrant.   D

A.4. Observation. For any object F in H3, there exists a CW-object ¿° íaaíía

aAî equivalence e : F° —> F.

Proof. Assume that the /-skeleton F? of ¿° and the restriction of e to F°

have already been constructed. Form the set of all triples (Vk, f, gf) where

V2 in J and f, gx fit into a commutative square

S'      ^^   Di+X

4        g\
F?(VX) -^-^ F(VX)

We construct F?+l as the homotopy pushout of

irio^_TTs/xmor(KA,-)   -i   ' J D'x mor( F, , -)
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where x agrees with fx on

S* S S¡ x {id}   c   S* x mor(FA, VÀ) .

(Always remember the Yoneda lemma.) Similarly, we construct the extension

of e to ¿£, so that it agrees with gx on

Di+\ ¿j ¿,i+i x {/í/1   c   ¿ji+i x mor(T/A, FA) .

By induction on i, the restriction

e:F°(W) —>F(W)

is ¿-connected for any i, any W.   D

Remark. The construction of ¿°, and of the equivalence to ¿, is natural.

When F belongs to Hó, which means that a base point in ¿(0) has been

selected, then there is also a preferred base point in ¿°(0). The construction

F >-> ¿° can also be applied to a continuous functor from J to quite arbitrary
spaces (which need not have the homotopy type of CPF-spaces). In such a case

F^'W) -U F(W)

will be a weak homotopy equivalence, for all W.

Even more generally, it is not necessary to insist on a functor F whose

values ¿(F) are spaces; it is sufficient to know what the continuous maps from

compact spaces K to ¿(F) are. The functor

V —► T>IFFb(M x V)

(cf. Example 3.2) is of this type.
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